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Baptism
Cllarlie "Papa" Walton. ol
Carboadale, was baptized
SU!Iday at Campus ~acb
b) Joha Cuts a lid tbe Rn.
Josepb Ivy of. tbe Greea
Street Church of GCHI.
Although tbe 118-year4d
Walton was sprialded as a
youagster, he wished to
affarm bis preseat beliefs
by beiag submerged.
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Southern Illinois University

Scope of athletics survey unique,
according to commission chairman
By Michael Mouson
Staff Writer
Questionnaires designed to
gather opinions about the appropriate role for SIU-C
athletics in the future will be
distributed by a special
president's commission conducting an in-depth study of the
athletics program, commission
Chair JotuiKing said Monday.
King, who heads the Ad Hoc
Campus Commission on lntercollegite Athletics, described
the survey as .. unprecedented
in scope" and said both
University and community
members would Ltve a chance
to participate.
Over 5,400 questionaires will
go to internal groups such as
students, faculty and alumni,
and 1,500 will go to local leaders
and groups such as Rotary and
women's clubs.
"No uniVersity has attempted
a survey as large as the one we
are undertaking," King said.
"A few community colleges
have done similar polls, but
they were much smaller in size.
We called the NCAA <National
Collegiate Athletic Association)
and they said they had never
even heard of a survey of this
neg~~~ results will be compiled by the Bureau of Institutional Research and
Studies, which is affiliated with

The survey "is just a form of
gathering data," King said. "It
will add to the knowledge and
background of the commission."
The commission was formed
in February at the request of
acting President Hiram Lesar.
The 15 members were charged
with advising the University
about the type of intercollegiate
athletics program sru-e should
pursue in the 1980s.
The group will issue its
recommendations in a final
report sometime between Oct. 1
and Nov. 1, King said.
King acknowledged the task
facing the commission as a
formidable on~ne that is
sure to generate controversv.
"You must remember we
have been an athletics culture
for generations in this countrv."
he said. ''It is almost impossible
for us to withdraw quietly from
these issues."
Among the issues the commission confronts are the role
of women's athletics, whether
SIU-C should remain m Division
I or drop to a lower division,
whether Southern Illinois can be

done for the commissioo.
They include:
-A study to collect data on
the scholastic performance of
both athletes and non-athletes
at SIU-C "lO that the academic
record of athletes may be
compared with that of other
s:udents.
-A study to obtain data on

~~!~~':ni~tr~~ a~:l~:~h

and
by
Intercollegiate
Athletics.
-A study examining the cost
(If each sport, the sources of
funding and the extent to which
each sport is related to participants and spectators.
-A study to ifiVestigate the
proposed Illinois Board of
Higher Education ruling that
would limit athletics expenditures at state universities
so as to determine the status of
SIU-C on the ruling.

=~~3:n!of::~t'hl!ti~v:~d

whether the University should
continue with national competition or switch to intrastate
competition to save travel

the University. Preliminary · coats. Kill8 uid.
results should be in by Aug. 15,
He also said several otlle'
King saicl.
pieces of research are being

Gus says It'd lie Idee H ~
sports survey turaM-. a ~

eeater, a co•ple of apeetl7
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Death of Shah may not change plight of hostages
By Tony Gordon
S&aff Writer

The American hostages in
Iran will see little or no direct
effect on their after the death
Sunday of Shah Mohammed
Reza Pahlavi, according to SlUe staff members who follow
Iranian politics closely.
Professor William Hardenbergh, instructor of MidEastern politics, said he
believed there was a "slight
reason for hope for the hostages
now that w return of the Shah
was no longer an issue," but

added that the Iranian demands change from the return of the
for release of the hostages have Shah to the return of the money
involved more than the return the Iranians believe he and his
family removed from the
of the ousted monarch.
Hardenbergh said he believed countrv, and the only way for
there were indications that the tilem tO settle that matter would
situation in Iran was shifting in be through the World Courts,"
favor of the Americans because Hardenbergh said.
Afshin Razani, graduate
of internal political considerations the revolutionary assistant in sociology and an
government in Iran must face. Iranian citizen. agreed with
Now the demands of the Hardenbergh. saying, "The
militants who took over the U.S. death of the Shah removes only
Embassy in Tehran will just be one of many obstacles to the
release of the hostages. His
redirected. he said.
"The emphasis will nJw physical body is not the issue,

what matters is the wealth of
Iran he took with him when he
left."
Razani, who said he supports
the Islamic revolutionists who
took power in January 1979, said
the Shah and his family are
believed to have taken $36 to S50
billion from Iran when
they saw their power base was
deteriorating. The return of that
money will now become the
central issue, he said, and it was
his belief that lawyers for the
Iranians are now pursuing the

money through American
courts.
Razani said most of that
money was already out of Iran
before the revolution toppled
the monarchy, and that the
Shah may have been sending
money out as much as a year in
advance of his abdication.
Hardenbergh said he feels
that the actual amount of
money the Shah escaped .,.;th
may prove to be much lower
than some estimates that bave
been made.

Party loyalty waning, state official says
By Andrew Zinner
Staff Writer
The health of the two-party
system is declining and it's
mainly because of the parties'
dimirushing power to provide
patronage jobs for their supporters, according to the
director of the IDinois Department of Conservation.
"The kind of party as we
!mow it now will disappear
because of the increased use of
the merit system," said David
Kenney, former professor of
political science at SIU-C. The
merit system makes loyalty to a
party useless, he sairl during a
speech at Morris Library
Monday as part of the annual
Taft Seminar.
Kenney said loyalty among
party supporters is waning and
that party organization is
disintegrating. Respect for the
party is not as great as it once
was due to the rise of public
employee unions and tt.e long

series of court dt!cisions con~ea'fn':!.~:eSa tronage, Kenney
Another driving force against
party vitality, according to UJP.
director, is the greater irr
dependence of candidates, who
rely more on their own
resources and personalities
rather than using the party
apparatus.
"The perceived lack of
vitality makes candidates
proceed more independently,
without associating with the
party label," Kenney said. He
gave as examples Sen. Charles
Percy, Gov. James Thompson
and former governor Dan
Walker, aU of whom relied on
personal staffs and resources.
The party influence is also
decreasing in the General
Assembly, according to Kenney. He said that legislators are
more independent of the
traditional leadership in the
House and Senate, and added

greater influence than in the
Richard Daley days," he said.
Kenney speculated on the
"There are now personal future of state revenues and
f>{'rambles for leadership expenditures during the 191105,
rN6itions, whereas in the past ~ying that "there is no reason
N!e parties gave out such for a general tax increase in the
posts." Kenney said.
next decade."
There is also now a greater
He said that the initiation of
number of full-time )~stators, the state income tax in 1969 was
those not holding outs1de jobs.
necessary because of the irr
This makes them look at politics crease in students flooding the
as a career, Kenney said, which public school system as a result
calls for them to stay away
from the party infiuence. Ad- of the post-World War D baby
ditionally. there is no need for boom. Also, greater state
party assistance since each employment called for higher
legislator gets an allowance to government costs, as well as
set up district offices and his increases in the welfare system
which resulted from numerous
own staf!, he pointed out.
court decisions.
Kenney said that Chicago
There are two exceptions to
Mayor Jayne Byrne's role with
regard to the legislature has this prediction, according to
Kenney.
One is that a gas tax
lessened, contributing to a
multiturie of party leadership increase is inevitable, he said,
because
of
the great need for
center;. "Individual legislators
ct·onunued oo Page 31
and t.'hicago aldermen enjoy

that the leaders of each party
are also now more independent.

David Keaney

Athletics trainer overcotnes incurable eye disease
By Larry Knaup aad

saw- RGHa. . . .
sa.deld Writers

Tom Weidner can read a
book, but if he dropped a
quarter on the floor he would
have to get on his hands and
lmees to see i l
Weidner, a student trainer on
the SIU-C athletic training staff,
has Retinitis Pigmantosa. a
hereditary eye disease that has
no cure. He is legally blind.
Weidner fU'St noticed his loss
of sight in the eighth grade. The
lights in the gymnasium, he
said, were no longer bright
euough and he began having
trouble
following
the
movements of the ball and the
players on the basketball court.
It was then that Weidner
discovered that he had
inherited the disease. No other
members of his family have
been lmown to be affected by
the degenerating eye disease
tl:'at affects the rods, respon·
sable for night vision, and the
cones. controllers of acuitv and
peripheral vision.
•
Altbough reading and getting
around during the daylight
hours are not problems for
Weidner, he is night blind and
needs assistance when it is
dark.
Coining the expression,
"Persistence
gets
you
everywhere,'' Weidner has not
allowed his sight problems to
stand in the wav. A senior in
health education. he has
finished his required course
won and oeeds only to student

teach next spring for his undergraduate degree. He has
also started in a master's
degree program, with his sights
set on a doctorate in health
education.
"I guess maybe it's my
tel!'perament," Weidner said.
as he sat in front of 20 fledgling
rep>rters.
"You've got to keep the first
domino from falling. If you run,
the dominoes are really falling.
It's hard to get those suckers
back up," he said.
Since learning of the disease,
Weidner has continued to live a
full life. lte was a student
trainer for the Rich East High
School football and basketball
teams in Park Forest, lll. and
has been the head student
trainer for the SIU-C basketball
and baseball teams for four
years.
"I couldn't play so I wanted to
be involved in some way. I feel
I'm part of it," he said.
An award was created last
month by Harry Schulz, head
trainer at SIU-C, to honor the
outstanding senio student
trainer. The ''Thomas G.
Weidner Award" was presented
to Weidner, the first recipient,
during a ceremony at a Saluki
baseball game. He will set the
criteria for future recipil'tlts.
Weidner explainl'd that the
job of an athletic trainer entails
more than the simple treatment
of injuries. He said he uses a
"holistic" approach towards
both his personal life and his
work as a trainer. Concerned

about the emotional, spiritual
and physical weD-being of the
athletes, Weidner does more
than just tape ankles. He talks
to the players-and he listens.
"I'm not going to work
miracles with athletes," he
said, "I try to be a spiritual
sounding board." But, he added, "I don't know if it helps."
Weidner said that his
philosphy is modeled after that
of "Doc" Spackman, former
SIU-C head trainer, who
Weidner said will "help people
to anl extreme."
Last year, Spackman took
Weidner to a rehabilitation
center on campus. There he was
taught how to use a white cane,
how to go without it and how to
use a si~Ulted guide.
"I could write a book.''
Weidner said with a smile.
"You bump into things, but you
have to expect that."
The degeneration of Weid·
ner's sight has stablilzed in the
past year-and-a-half and may
never start again. He was told
by one doctor that he would be
totally blind by the age of 21. but
in a few months he will
celebrate his 22nd birthday.
Still, he said, the future is uncertain. The dejzer.a-ation could
reoccur tom on-ow.
Weidner confessed to never
being depressed about the
disease. "Whatever happens,
happens, and I'm ready for it,''
he said.

S&all Plloco by !Welanlr

Six arrested on drill{ charpes

Democrats looking for alternatives

By Teay Gordon

to current presidential candidates

Staff Writer
Six persons were arrested

agents.
Arrested between 3and 4 a.m.
Monday were Ron Reams, of De
Soto. charged with one count of
delivery of a controlled substance; Robert Miles, De Solo,
charged with two counts of
delivery of a controlled substance and one count of illegal
sale of a hypode~mic and
needles; and Arthur Lively,
Murphysboro, on one count of
delivery of a controlled substance.
Two DeSoto minors were also
arr.!sted in connection with the
case and their names were not
released by police.
Debbie Schoenberger, of De
Soto, was arrested in Vandalia
later Monday morning and
charged with one count of
delivery of a controlled substance in connection with the

Monday morning on warrants
charging they were involved in
the sale or deliverv of cocaine to
agents of the SoUthern Illinois
Enforcement Group.
Five of the group were taken
into custody in a series of predawn raids by .Jackson County
Sheriffs deputies and Murphysboro and De Soto police.
Another was arrested shortly
before noon in Vandalia.
1be arrests came as a result
of investigation into the sale of
controlled substances
in
Jat'kson County by SIEG agents
wbo charge that the suspects
committed 13 drug-related
offenses over Sl'\.<"r:!l months.
Most of those offenses involved
the sale of cocaine for $90 per
gram to undercover SIEG case.

DON'T
GO HOME
without stopping at

Where all summer
merchandise is

30%-60%

off!

convention that might turn to
someone besides Carter or
Kennedy. Some are ·believed
:'dei~ ..v~~ worried about their ~lection
r:;:ident Walter Mondale or chances if the ticket i.<~ headed
Secretary of State Edmund by Carter, who has enough
Muskie as the Democratic delegates to get the nomination
but trails Ronald Reagan in the
candidate for president.
Simon said in a telephone polls.
Even if Reagan rolled over
interview
that
among
Democrats in Congress now, Carter, most politicians doubt
"the sentiment is over- any Democratic congressmen
whelmingly" for a candidate would be dragged down in
other than President Carter or Illinois, a ticket-splitting state
Massachusetts Sen. Edward M. in which recent Republican
Kennedy. But only "if we can do gains in the loth and 22nd
it without too much bloodlet- districts have pretty much
whittled the Democrats down to
ting," he said.
Democratic lawmakers have their base support. But Simon,
stopping
tactfully short of
been meeting here in a move to
bring about a so-called cpen sayin2 Carter should be
WASHINGTON (APl-Rep.
Paul Simon, D-Carbondale, said

r.::=r.. h:;,

dumped, made it clear that he
still would like to see someone

else head the ticket.

Simon, who lost a race for
delegate in his Carter-oriented
24th District aftet endorsing
Kennedy, echoed the vie\\ of
most Democrats in saying the
senator's chances for getting
the nomination are now remote.
"I would be very pleased to
have Muskie or Mondale,"
Simon said. He said, thoogh, he
thinks the chances are "three
out of four" that Carter will win
the
nomination
at
the
Democratic National Convention next month on the
strength of his surplus of 300
delegates.

The
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Speed rails
$1.50
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Tom WeidMr treats an iDjared IOftbaU player at the Areaa.

Semitru~kstol~~~,

foundthrrl!·btocks 1
from scene oftl•eft

A St. Louis man thought his
semi truck would be safe if he
left it running in the parking lot
of the Golden Bear Restaurant.
206S. WaJl, while he went inside
to take a break early Monday
morning.
He was wrong.
Carbondale police said
Williford Owens pulled in at the
Golden Bear about 1:25 a.m.
and left his truck running in the
parking lot while he went inside.
When he returned to the lot 10
minutes later, the truck had
been stolen.
Police said the thief may not
have been too well schooled in
the operation of a semi truck
since they found it 30 minutes
later at Wall and Oak Streets,
thr'M blocks away from where it
had been stolen.
The operator's skills, as well
as his identity, are now under
question since the police
found it smashed into a utility
pole and deserted.

Two-P~~Y sy~te~ face~. ~
1
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additional highways and increa!!lo.d rev .nu,s for exploration of ~ ;ernative energy
sources.
The second exception is the
local personal · property tax.
Kenney said, which will
probably have to increase. The
present tax rates allow the state
to spend 9 percent of personal
property tax income, he added.
Kenney said there will be two
great "issues for the 1980s"transportation and natural
resources. "The use of coal,
protection of prime farmland
and maintaining the purity of
the air and waterways are
major future concerns," he
stressed. "In 20 years, Illinois
will be drastically short of
water."
A controversial measure
before the legislature this
session was Patrick Quinn's
Cutback Amendment, which

-~--l

t.'· _~

Seventy-i!ight Jacksott County
homeowners will receive
federal assistance this ~inter
for weatherizing their homes to
conserve energy.
Cardella Scott, of the Northeast Community Development Congress, said families
meeting low-income federal
guidelines will be eligible for up
to $450 to winterize their homes.
Tb'lugh Scott was unable to
specify the total amount of the
_grant. she said it would be

u

•

Petition puts Anderson on Illinois ballot

proposes to reduce the size of
the House from 177 members to
118, as well as eliminate Illinois'
unique system of cumulative
voting. Kenney said a reduced
House is not needed. and would
lessen, rather than improve,
quality legislation. ''This is too
big a state for only 118
representatives." he said.

SPRINGFIELD<AP>-John B. Anderson supporters filed a
three-foot-loncfepetition Mondack with more than 147,000 signatures
:K~: i~~ ho':~Gs~~~resi ntial candidate on the November
Anderson said from Washington that he was "especially
pleased" by the campaign efforts in Illinois, and predicted voters
would support a "moderate" candidate for pres1dent.
"It has been more than 100 years since a moderate from Illinois
was in the White House." Anderson said.

Kenney said he agrees with a
cumulative
voting
ammendment. which gives the
voter three votes in the House
election and allows for all three
votes to be spent on one candidate, li-2 on two, or one each
on the minimum three candidates running.

Ex-policeman indicted in .UcDuffre case

"It allows for no competition.
destroys the party. and is
confusing;"' he explained.
"Desrjte what its supporters
say, it doesn't protect the
minority party candidate either
because there is no minority
party in Illinois."

Home winterizing funds on the way
By Mary Harmoa
Staff Wri&er

..

- ~:8 State~Wat10n
declinmg loyalty Within _ . -~-·- - - - - - - - -

1 .l'

enough to insulate 78 homes.
The grant will arrive in two
segments from the Department
of Commerce and Community
Affairs.
Eligibility guidelines,
established by the federal
agency. require single persons
to have an annual income of
$4,738 and couples to make a
yearly salary of $6,263.
Scott said the Community
Action Agency, which runs Ute
Northeast Congress, has not
received the funds yet, but that
the agency i~ "going ahead_with

the program."
Applications for the winter'.zing funds are a!ready being
accepted, she said, and a
waiting list is being compiled
for those applicants awaiting
further eligibility assessments
by the agency.
The $450 in federal arsistance
will be granted to families on a
"first come, first served'' basis,
Scott said.
Interested persons should
contact the Northeast Congress
"'fice as soon as possible, she
said.
·

MIAMI \AP> ,.__ A federal grand jury today indicted an expoliceman who testified under state immunity in the trial of four
former officers charged in the death of black businessman Artmr
McDuffie.
The indictment of Charles Veverka on four civil rights charges
constituterl the first charges handed up by the grand jury investigating the case in which the four o1ficers were acquitted by a
jury in Tampa.
The four former Dade County officers. all white were foun~
innocent May 17 by an all-white jury.

Recession trif!pers drop in productit'ity
WASHINGTON !APl- Productivity fell at a steep 3.1 pen:ent
annual rate during the second quarter this year, as the recessioo
triggered a record drop in economic output, the government
reported Monday.
The spring productivity drop marked the sixUI staight quarter
that the measure of economic efficiency registered a decline, the
longest such string since the 1974-75 recession, the Labor Department said.
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HOMEGROWN PEACHES

Motorcycles

Automotive•
79 GRAN PRIX · SAVE S3000 or
more over new car for this like new
model· ESP. loaded. 549-10ol6 after
6 p.m.
6426Aal89

;;;r;~!,lll!a1l'k~h~~~ff6~

5-l9-2220. $49-1308. Askmg $950.
6450Aal88

~~on~~~ fJ:o.~~~ 6~

~~~ds.

=~f:S

867-2267

1976 Honda CB360T, only 17o'MI
m•les, excellent condition. electric
start. $i50. Call John 549-11050.
6509Ac189

--------

k~~o~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~
r:~f~~~~i~~~~~a~S4~
1065

6464Aa189

FOR SALE By owner. Charming 2
bedroom, recently remodeled,
~autiful Kilchen cabinets, quiet
NW neighborhood $29.000. S49-4450.
6515AdJ.89

L--

'79 Honolo Clwlc aut. w/alr
'TI Olft Cutl- Solon I'S H •ut.
w/alr IN Whlta loudoet - t s
'ft
4
eut. w/elr

'*·

1000 E. Main
529-2140

w:.;:!:>~aJ!iufa~~~~~

oc our market 8 miles south ol
Carboodal1!on Old US 51. 457-5187.
B6298Af189

MOVING SALE. CLOTHES
furniture. C.B., odds and ends'

=rn::'~~tgo!' CheaJ'Ji.~

~~f:~2J ~r b~its o~~ s't9~t:4
ilfter ipm.

6466Ae189

IOxSO TRAILER. 2 B R..

:t

19i8 FORD VA!II ECONOLINE 150

~~~'r:~'!ti~~f·S:~gine:
6500Aa189

TRIUMPH DAYTONA 500 Classic-

~~~~~E!~~~~~\\r ~{;i;j~f~ln~~~

457-7275 after 5pm.

B6520Adl89

70 FORD • LOW !'diLEAGE. good

!f~~·. =·side trashed65:.::-:;~

;~~a~tC!~~~~tJsfoW~~~~]

529-2448.

6510Aal89

PLYMOUTH DUSTER. 1974. Low

::N:~~fi'c:~:t.~':,;';~ii!~~~~e

549-0698.

6530Aa189

1971 CHRYSLI!.:R NEWPORT.
Great shape. $350 or best offer. 457.
S&;1.
6528Aal89

Parts & Services
KARCO
K•nt.,. Auto •ecyclln•
Corp.
Gu"lranteed
Recycled Auto Parts
Foreign • Domestic
Fr- Ports Locating • S Statfl
N. No.w Era Road Corbondole

•57-0471

•57-6319

Page 12. Daily Egyptian.
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Showroom

COMPUTERS BY:
•Apple
•Texas Instruments
•A tori

~~eabl~~=~~9-1~.m~:gi

SALE
Computer Books
&Programs
Values to $20.00
Now$1.00

12x6~ 1973 FAIRMONT. 2 BR
appliances partially furnished,

~r~~tf~1u~~~er!!:e~. ~:;,~~i~~~

leveling. CaUS49-5550or529-1604.
6490Ae189
ELECTRIC

~~~~alP~i~k.an2ch~~ ~0~~~

campus. SS900. 457-5590 or Ruth
Burson. C3l2l 96H600. 6493Ae189

10x50 SKYLINE. RECENTLY
remodeled. underpinned. semi·
~rrushed •. all appliances including
a~r-conditionul!l. ~rpeted, storage
~covered patio, shaded lot and
~ ~ ~t. Price negotia~A~~

7 56

1971 TWO BEDROOM. 12x52,
underpinned, partly furnished,

.l.m•' onE" pe>r

cu~tom~'

IJJNOIS COMPUtERMMr
Rt. I. sw-ts Corner
I

PI•••

m. to!tt ot Moll ne•' •o Ike ButUt,

STERE

REPAIR

Autllo Hospital Mt-14tS

~t~~~~:::r~_ot. f:g'i~f:.-

{ocrass from the troin station)

CARBONDAl.E. 1973 12x&2 2
BEDRM. anchored, underpinned,

~~~~partially r~;~

arown & Columlto
Special of the w..lc

10ll50 TWO BEDROOM, !leautiful

KX 1060
Cossette Deck

~~~~~!tn~e;~~ecently

wooded park one mile

so~

::e:stA:~~~~~:'l:!:

Lan~ Parlr. or
eveomp.

29. 1!180

call

457·7148
6518Ae189

ll6253Bb04C

s miles south of Carbondale. lease

~~:o~:snd.: :::t4~~~r~·. ~~~~

=

like

~~:rex~~Ja~~~o:..~~
0
0
~:ier~lfke =~ ~6497Anl89
~~
after 4pm.

J.H-MeooiDecl&
Doubi•Oolby Syo•em

Reg. $460.00 Sale 5378.00

211 N. Nth, tt.rrlft

M2-J1M

B6190Bbl81iC

=~;~~ ~W R<!u~!r1~~lte
1

caU 684-4145

B6322Bb1a9

4 BEDROOM FURNISHED house.

FOR RENT

carpet. 2 bedroom furnished house

~~~e~e~~·~;, f.~~;. ~~~r~n:fr·

~~; =~~~ns:m~~rAf~J

0

ALL

S BEDROOM. 1182 E. Walnut. One
person needs 4 more. Available
IDimediately. Sll5eac:h. 457-4334.

------LARGE. FIVE BEDROOM house.

Sporting Goods

TWO EXTRA LOSG- twin beds·
frames, box springs. mattresses;

!;d er~~~~:~~~at1!:· s'ita:;f.e~:

1976 12x60

Cameras
"NEW VUE" 4x5 CAMERA with
61.2" Wollensak 3.5 lens and
carrying case. $1!15 or best offer.
549-2281.
6534Aj189

CARBONDALE HOUSING, TWO
bedroom furnisht!d ho'JSe with
carport. 3 bedroom furnished
house with cai'J)Ort. air. absolutely

WE HAVE:: MOVED
Visit our Expanded

lOx!iO TWO BEDROOM. Air, stove.
refrtgerator. dresser. c:•ntains.
undeiptMtng. storms. steps. shed.

...............

ATTENTION MUSICIANS:

desks. wardrobes. sofas. ani!
tables. colfee tables. lamp!!. Route

WINDSOR IOXSO with 4x8 tip-ouL

1970 RENAULT, 40 MPG; 1969
Doc;!ge halfton: make offers: S493865. 536-3885 ext. 44. 45. 64!13Aa189

1

LARGE. NICE TWO bedroom
IDuplexJ and one bedroom house.
Air. carpet. water. No Pets. 457·
6956, 457-5643.
6316Bb02

new, $3000 includes move block
and levelmg. CaU 549-5550 or 5291604.
6489Ae189

6467Aa189

AH

SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM
apartment for rent. Available
~~~s. Must be cle~:fsa~i ~

~~~u~~ik!~g~e~~bi~~~
~lW65~ stereo su~~!fs9

FOR SALE: HARVARD Classics.
50 volumes. 1914) edition. Phone:
S49-7220aft.·r5:00pm.
6506Af!88

'75 PINTO, EXCELLENT condition. runs perfect. Beautiful
S4~.

:.1:~r:C~ Mus~oc~~

We buy used s-.o equipment
Good condition or
needing repair .
Au41ottoepl..l ,..._...,
·~,..._

B6454Ba189
TWO LARGE 2 BEDROOM
apartments available for im-

Musical

=··~~e. eost S35065o~!lfA

Electronics

p.m .•

s... ,soa

FALL. CLOSE TO campus. One

~~:~·~!~~~~:~r·~~~ed

2 BEDROOM. 2 bath. near cam·
~~·\~tral air. nice areasJ?or~

~~~~~8i~t fo!rcNt~~ ca~~:;t5 'ke

ceUent conc:htion. Call S4S.3218.
6491Ae021

ontMis._ncl

OLDER TWO BEDROOM apart·
ment. 400 S. Grailam. water fW'nished. Pay by semester. !lio Pets.
457-7263.
B6438Bal89

NEW CAMPBELL QUEEN size

50th A!IONIVERSARY DOL>GE:
push button transmission: 87.000
moles: $300. 1964 Plymouth Fury.
for parts. negotiable. S49-1765.
6465Aa189

~ ~::!r~~~:e;~~·~·a1~ ~

715 S. University

~~tSUI~~~~id. by btg ~~a~

5i49.

::· t:~t·mlff!:";n~c;r ~li(?a7'r.~~ cJI ~1~r.r re~1~~ ~~~~e l~:.~:: 9. ~1~1Wil~·
8x35 PATHFINDER GREAT fort-

:'\liCE li<EW ROOM apartment.

Pr!~~- ~~Js :ro~:rr~t~·

::::~::f d~:!::~:S.':dcJ'r~~:!;·

DON'T PAY RENT'!! You can
buy this 2 bedroom mobile home

Also
Stanton Permostat
1 Time Static Eliminator
& Record Preserver
List$19.95
Now$13.95

ca U Paula at 453-25111 or 529-3824. •
6482Afl89

MISS KlTI'Y'S USED furniture:

Mobile Homes

'TI Chewy Che-tte 4 cyl. 4 ......
'71 Detwun l'ldo-up " cyl. ' ......

forti_...,....

AP·

~~~bl!:.e:~c,;!ren!'!J~O:~

FOR SALE

EFFICIENCIES
A:'oiD
ONE
bedroom a~rtments. All utilities
~uded
lose to ca)!;L~s~~ig

~,

Retail Auction
New & Used Merchc.t1dise
Friday 7:00p.m.
Sundays 2:00p.m.
Consignments Welcome

BUY AND SELL used furniture

•t.Sl~rCr_.

457·4422

list$60.00
Now$24.88

Discount Waterbeds
743.

For Foil Cancellalions
Apts & Mobile Homes

Alll EZ

ft9a;..;~~~ea~q~~~~~ee. HF~~

lllfuc,!'·~~

CALL
ROYAL. RENTALS

Cartr,dge Special
of the Week

WATERBEDS,
WATERBEDS:
Wavecrest Waterbeds. King •
Queen size. S39.95, 8 year
formation:

For Service:
SH-1642

NALDER STEREO

B6331Bbl89

Apartments
Now Renting
Fall & Spring Term
Glenn Wllllalra Rentals
457-7941

CARBONDALE.

TWO

B~~:e~~"· ~tn'tfo~i~Fo:e~e~~
rurmshed~o Pets. S~o;Q month.

457--1661

6417Bb189

TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED. 2
mtles east. 5230-month. Two
Persons only!! Pay by semester.
45i-i263.
B6447Bbl89
CARBONDALE
THREE
BEDROOMS. furnished, fenced in

REALLY NICE TWO or one

~~~· S300 month plus u~~s~:S

4571956.

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. 415 S.
Washm!f!on· green house in rear.

~~~0=~45~~~·~~:

63!58806

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED
Apartment. 2 bedroom furnished
apar:ment.. top
Carbondale

~,~~C:tf~~-~~\~

CARBONDALE HOUSING. ONE
bedroom furntshed apartment. 2
bedroom furmsh~ apartment. air
0
2
1

~~~~~sf. ~lftk~st. Su=b~~

Mobile Homes

~~~~:J~l~
t\':~'a d::'~ ~ '::Sb~
Route 13 West, CaD 684-4145.

SINGLES AVAILABLE NOW. $135
per month. 12x50. Furnished and
air-conditioned. Country living 2
mtles past Crab Orchard Spillway
·
No Pets. S49-6612 or 549-3002.

B6323Ba189

86522Bcl8C

STUDENT
RENTALS
omes Close to Campu
large & small
Also 1 & 2 bctrm apts
for Summer or Fall.
Call anytime or
preferably between
4:00 and 5:00pm.

S29-1012 or .549-6110
CARTERVILLE

EFFICIENCY
A~!-~TMENTS,
furnished,
utlhtles patd, Immediate occ:upuc:y. CMaroada Rt. 13. 5490659. .
6502Bal89

MALIBU VILLAGE
Is now taking fall
controct~.

1000 E. Pork & So. 51
9 month & 1 year lease
•Near campus

•AC
•Maintenance service any
hour
•Trash. sewer
-<:lose lo food & lour.dramo1
•Nalural gos (Sa.only)
1Oth month rent
free with a I year leose
(So. only)
Sorry no pets

For Further info call:
451-1313

Aspen,sureheats those conventions
ASPEN, Colo.-Political conventions-the
crowds. the noise. the strange fauna-put me in
mind of Noah's ark, and of Mark Twain's thought
that it sometimes seems a pity Noah didn't miss the
boat. When 1\' !lh's boat finally came to rest, it was
against a mountain, which just goes to show that
God, who created deluges and conventions as
punishments. created mountains as mercies. And
just as Noah lept from the ark to the mountain-from tribulation to deliverance-1 leap from
Detroit to Aspen.
•

Perhaps the only thing to be said lor living far
£rom the mountains is that we flatlanders experience a restoring rush of pleasure when we
rome into the mountains. Folks who iive in Aspen
don't know what they're not missing. As Emerson
said. if the stars only appear one night in a million.
how mankind would adore them.
The world looks best in lon~ light. early in the
morni,g or. better still. at sundown, t:Specially jw::
as the sun dips-behind mountains. This mountain

town. which m winter is mfested With skiers. IS m
summer redeemed bv a music festival-some of
mankind's cultural gems in one of God's grandest
settings.
:Musically. I am like L1ysses S. Grant. who said:
"I know onlv two tunes. One of them is 'Yankee
Doodle' and' the other isn't." As a musician. I
peaked a little early. I played the triangle tolerably
well in kindergarten. Then my parents tried to
make a violinist out of me. which was like trying to
make a silk purse out of an ear which no selfrespecting sow would have minded losing.
Still. I knmw that if Aspen's famous festival has a

George F.

Will
flaw. it is the flaw of this age: It is too receptive to
the new.
There is one. if only one. thing to be said in
defense of modern pamting and Solomon
&uggenheim said 1!: "All day long I add columns of
figures and make everything balance. I come
home. I sit down. I Look at a Kandin.,.ky and it'~
wonderful~ It doesn't mean a damn thing'" The
most I can find to sav for most modern music is
what Rossini said. about Wagner's opera
"Logengrin ... He said one could not judge it after
just one hearing 'ind that he had no intention of
healing it a second time.
But I favor performing modern music, for
reasons Jascha Heifetz gives: · ·1 occasionally play
works by contemporary composers. and for two
reasons. First to discourage the composer from
writing any more and secondly to remmd myself
how much I appreciate Beethoven.··
Happily. there is loose in the world an elemental
force of talent and personality. a musician who
believes that people who appreciate the Bee Gees
can be brought around to appreciate Beethoven.
too. This year's guest artists at Aspen's festival.
which runs until August. include James Galway.
"The Man with the Golden Flute." whose flute.like

a dozen of his recordings. really is gold. He combines his Irish charm with the confidence of Reggie
Jackson. and he sees no reason he should not be
able to make classical music as popular as
"popular music" is:
"Haydn was the Mick Jagger of his day. He used
to make more than 300 pounds for a performance.
And the aristocrats paid through the nose to get
in-three guineas each. I think. I don't know why
classical musicians shouldn't make money the
same way today."
Today. most people who know who Haydn was do
not know who Jagger IS, and~mphatically-vice
versa. But if anyone can insinuate Haydn into
whatPver remains of the inner ears of those who
"appreciate" the Rol:inf( Stones. it is G'llway. For
six vears he was principal nutist for the Berlin
Symphony. under the baton of the exacting Herbert
von Karajan. Today. without relaxing the rigor of
his standards, Galway has recorded jazz -nd
popular composit.ons. Five hundred thousand
people have bought his recording of "Annie's
Song.·• written by John Denver. Denver's mountainside home looks down on the meadow where, as
the hght gets long in the Rockies. people flock to
Aspen's music tent.
I have gone to earth here to steel myself for the
shocking sight of Madison Square Garden wall-towall with democrats. I can't honestly say colwnnists deserve vacations, but readers deserve
vacations from their columnists. You, gentle
reader. may find the silence as soothing as I shall
find the sound of music in the meadow.

(9ommentary

Some possibilities in an extremely close election
By Rep. Paul Simon
2-1lh District

The
candidacy
of
Congressman John Anderson
and his present apparent ability
to carry about nine states is
causing manv to ask. "What
wouJd happen if no one received
a majority and the election went
to the House?"
While it is not likely to happen. we couJd end up with three
candidates getting electoral
votes, no one of them enough to
secure the majority in the
electoral college, and then the
election does go to the House.
But in the event. let us say.
that Carter and Reagan each
secured about 40 percent of the
popular vote and Anderson

secured 20 percent. 'lnd divided
their electoral votes approximately that way-then
what would happen is appreciably different from what IS
now being talked about and
written about.
Keep two important things in
mind: 1l The members of the

~o:ec~~di~~vi~~~~~~~o~

college; and 2J The electors can
vote for anyone they choose.
If we had the three-way split,
my guess is that John Anderson
wouJd pull his electors together
and they would decide to swing
their votes to either Carter or
Reagan. rather than leaving it
up to the House, or an even
more interesting development

A tip of the hat
to DE reviewer

CLetteiS
Small contributors ignored
How can SIU-C expect to Southern Illinois as they leave
maintain a Division I-A the region to search for those
athletics program when she is "big" contributors.
stan;ng for dollars under the
If you care. call George at 453leadership of two men suffering
from impaired vision? George 3368 or Gale at 453-3311 and
and Gale a!'e not providing the demand atonement for their
leadership necessary to keep past conduct. U this doesn't faze
SIU-C 1-A. The blame can go either one, resignations from
both 111en are warranted.
nowhere else.
-Gary

These two aces have undeniably alienated a major
portion of the potential Saluki
sports fans in Southern Illinois
with their lousy public relations
and imperial posture. G&G are
all smiles, warm hands, and
hearts for the family that can
contributt. $500 to the men's
program. Woe to the family who
expects similar treatment for a
contnbution on a more modest
scale. You folks can go stand in
line with everyone else.

Au!t!. CivU Service

fOtTOIIIAl POliCY·· The gen«al palic-,
ol the Dotly Egyptian os to P'avide an
lo<-.- an the ••Morral pages IM
d•scuss•OI'I of •ssllft. and rdeas by
reoders ond wrifll'f"S Opinrons ••
prflsed on Ill. .• pav-s do not
ne-cessarily ,..fled the pos1fiont of fh•

If Saluki sports fans want to
see their program go down the
drain. just continue to sit
silently by while G&G continue
to thumb their noses at the
middle-class wo;king people of
Pagl'

~-

might take place.
Anderson could stick to his
position that neither Reagan or
Carter should be preside!!!, and
assuming the House delegation
majority is Democratic, he
could ask his delegates to cast
their votes for either Walter
Mondale or Morris Udall.
It is possibie that tne
Democratic electors in the
electoral college could then join
and make that selection the new
president. More likely, it would
then go to the House and
Mondale would stand a good
chance of winning, or Udall
might also.
l mention Mondale and Udall
because Mondale is universally
respected in the House, as is
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UntYtJ"Sif'y

odm.nish'of•on

s,g~

.-:lrfOI'•ols and com,.,.tortes rept'ftSftltf
the oponoans ol the authors only. U,_

srqn.-d lfd,ronols reprtn911f a cons8'tlsus
ol the newspapers fdotorrol Cammrtte.
when:" membttrs or• the srud.,.t edtfor
'" c,.uel the ~•torrol ~ ed•fot'. o
n~
srofl memW the monog.ng
tfdrfor ond a Jour,alrsm ftchool foculty

I am outraged! How can these
assorted rock and roll illiterates
seditiously attack a man with
the keenest, deepest and most
revealing insight into rock
music. Yes. I'm talking of your
hero
and
mine,
Ken
MacGarr1gle.
It's amusing to see these
spineless cretins rise from
drug-induced dens of iniquity
and feebly sling mud at the
Musical Mentor of the Midwest.
They're just mindless pupils of
the Dick Clark-Don Kirshner
school of rock and roll music.
Give 'em hell, Kenny! -Kurt
Boyle, Junior. Joomalism

.......e...
lfTTEIIS POliCY· l•ll.,. to the editor
may "- submolfed by marl or dr,..ctly fo
tN edoto<ral page edoiM. lroam 1247.

Comm"ntccrf•ons l•trers should N
ly_.,,.,., doubl• spocftd. and sllould
nof •n..d 250 words All '•"•" ..,..
sub,JtCI Ia edilong Dl!d
wflfC~ the
edetors cons•der li&.lous «" in poor tosre
will not~ publoshed All I•H.,. must bet
"!Jned by the authors Sludenfs musl
td-"t•ltt themselv.s by clan ond mOJOI'
ftJcully ,...mbctrs by ronk ond depar
rment. non·ocod•mfc stoff hy pos,tion
and d•par-nt

•llos•

Udall. But the shift to somtone
like Udall, who was not on ~he
national ticket, might ~
politically difficult for many
House members. I mention
Udall. however,. because Anderson has such a high opinion
of him; and given that fact, a
Udall scenario is not impossible.
If the Republicans should
control a majority of the
delegations in the newly elected
House, then Anderson might
throw it to a moderate
Republican like Sen. Howard
Baker, or even to former
President Gerald Ford.
And in any of these scenarios,
Anderson could end up
becoming the vice president

DOONESBURY

If the election were to be held
today. all of this might happen.
It is not being held today and
probably the Anderson candidacy will diminish in force
and more and more voters will
coalesce. however reluctantly.
around the two nominees of the
major parties.
But if the Anderson candidacy
continues its strength in several
states, then we may face a most
unusual situation.

UJ!t ~;: ~rfl·f~:e:e~twU::!

between Carter, Reagan and
Anderson. The matter ~ill
either be settled in the electoral
college or the House will face a
choice of Carter. Reagan and -

by Garry Trudeau
/lEi/.

lKJNE,
i.AIJS!

I

Airline,s \cut. rq(~s .(qfigh.t far:!: 1f-1(lf I
LONDON (API- Two major
airlines launched a transAtlantic fare war Mondav.
undercutting
each
other
repeatedly in a battle that
already has driven the
cheapest. one-way London-New
Yorio: ticket do\\n to $196.
The fare reductions, subject
to government approval. undercut Sir Freddie Laker's lowcost Skytrain. and a new round
of fare-slashing appeared likely
as the carriers tr1ed to hustle
business in a dwindling market
"Fares over the past five
years have got out of hand,"
TWA vice-president Neil EHman told reporters here. "We
want to simplify the fares
structure and bring it down to a
reasonable level."
TWA earlier trimmed its offpeak standby fare from $218.04
tu S197 after British 1:rways
announced at tN! wee-.~nd it

was lowering its one-way
Ltmdon-New York standby from
S229.89 to $199.08.
But the British nag carrier
struck back Monday by
knocking its price down further
to $196, the cheapest fare between the two cities.
"It's not a game," BA
spokeswoman Diane Kane told
The Associated Press. "We
expected other airlines to follow
our first announcement and we
said we'd be prepared to undercut them yet again.
"We certainly hope to catch a
lot of the standby market."
Standby seats generally are
those not taken hy reservedseat passengers, and are offered on a first-come, firstserved basis.
Effman hit back, pledging
TWA is "not going to be in the
marketplace with higher fares
than anyone else."

·'

I

Both airlines also are cuttm~;:
fares between London and other
major U.S. cities and lowering
fares on Advance Purchase
tickets.
Civil aviation officials have
noted in recent weeks that
trans-Atlantic business is
falling off. mainly because of
the recession in the U.S. and the
dollar's sinking value abroad.
According to some estimates.
the number of empty seats is so
high it is the eQuivalent of 17
empty 400-seat jumbo jets
crossing the Atlantic daily.
Thirteen airli.les ny that route.
Within hours of the two
majors' announcementc:, the
increasingly ambitious World
Airwavs. the U.S. carrier that
last m·onth launched a LondonBoston route w;~h onward
nights to Newark, N.J., and
BaltJmore. Md., znnounced new
fares.

TUESDAY SPECIAL

OL Y DRAFT- 35.
PITCHER- $2.00
FaEE OLY DRAFT OR SODA W/ A SANDWIOI PUROfASI
COMl AND WATCH T.V. ON OUR WIDE SCREEN
OPEN DAILY FOR LUNCH 11:38 AM.

I
You Are Cordially
Invited to Become A
Meis Charge Customer
SIMPlY FILL OUT THIS FORM, DROP IT BY OUR BOOTH IN UNIV£RSI1Y MALL

•

Name __________

fflHIS

University Moll
Carbondale. II

Address---------------City____ state _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
Phone __________________..........___

signature

date

sognature ol spouse if joint account

Employer.....- - - - - - - - - - - - Position
How Long _ _ _ _ __

A Family Fashion
Credit References/Charge Cords
Department Store
Is Opening Thursday' TypeAccount03oday090doy0MeisRevolvingCharg
mail to: Meis, University Moll, Carbondale, II 62901

August 7th, in Universi1y
Ma II ca r b0 n da Ie
I

•

Meisoffersyouthreeconvenientcreditplans:

30 DAY ACCOUNT--Balance payable within 30 days of billing dottr.
No finance charge on current accounts!
90 DAY BUDGET ACCOUNT--Pay 1/3 of your balance within 30 cloys
. of billing dote for each of three months. No finance charge on current
accounts!
MEIS REVOlVING CHARG£ (MRC)·-Pay a small portiOft of your monthly
balance within thirty days of billing date. A FINANCE CHARGE 1 1/2'!1.
per month (ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE 18'!1.) will b. cht. ·ged on the
unpa~d balance.
Daily Egyptiim. July 29. 19110, Page 5

Free School to''begin charging
Ry Andy Strang

S&afr Writer

There will no longer be a Free
School at SIU-C. The Free
School has been renamed the
New Horizons Program and will
probably cost students between
$3 and $5 for each class that
they take. according to Joanne
Grauneman. assistant
University program coor·
dinator for ll'ew Horizons.
"We found that in order to get
quality instructors and to make
sure that people stick with the
classes. we ·re going to charge a
minimal fee." Grauneman said.
The money will go towards
advertising. printing the course
catalot!:ue. and paying some of
the instructors. she said. She
?dded that the cost of printing
the catalogue is "very high"

and that volunteer instructors
can not be found for some of the
courses that New Horizons
wants to offer.
The class fee will also cut
down on the number of people
who drop out of the classes. She
said that many people who sign
up for a class would only go one
or two times. which made it
hard for the instructors to plan
the materials needed for the
class.

'AHMED'S
FANTASTIC
FALAFIL

Although the schedule of it." Grauneman said.
The only prerequisite for an
classes has not vet been made.
over 50 classes 'will be offert•d instructor is that they must be
this fall. compared to 26 last screened by the SPC for exspring. Grauneman said. The pertise and teaching style
tentative schedule includes before they may teach.
classes
in
photography.
Most of the classes will be
clowning. magic. dancing.
home rel~Bir. cooking. palm held in the Student Center.
although
some classes. such as
reading, Juggling and musical
the cooking class. will be
instrument lessons.
elsewhere.
New Horizons. which is
sponsored by the Student
"As we expand. we will be
Programming Committee. is using the classrooms on
looking for instructors to teach c3mpus ... sht' said.
the classes. Grauneman sa;d.
although most of the instruc;ors
will not be paid. People with
knowledge in almost any area
can te..ch that skill. she said.

The classes are also being
shortened from eight weeks to
four weeks. This is so the
cours~ do not drag out too long.
which causes people to miss
some of the classes, sht' said.
The courses that need eight
weeks will be broker. down into
"lfsom~ne comes up with a
two-part classes. she added.
good Idea for a class. we will use

-~~S!~!!!_

1
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FALAFIL ON
SESAME PETA
BREADw/

~

ti~

•

·

-...'li
'•I'

SOUR CREAM
Sl.U

, --2s7ooiu--·

'J

SANDWICHES

·--.!'~~!!,!!!., __
·

HOURS
11AM-3AM
MIN. PUitCHASIIl.Jl

;.-. - 901 S. Illinois
J2 •.• SI1
CARRY OUTS

''Bite a dog
this Tuesday

Koszczuk named fall DE editor

for 40C 6 '

Jacqui Koszczuk. senior in
journalism. has been selected
editor of the Daily Egyptian for
fall semester
Koszczuk. 23. has been an
admimstration and general
assignment reporter for the DE
for four semestl•rs
A native of Chicago. Koszczuk
said she will emphasize ··accuracy and balance" in DE
coveragt' in tht' fall
"I'd likt' to see the DE havt' a
sound reputation for being
consistt'ntlv accurate And
when we teil a story. we'll tell
all sides of the story," Koszczuk
said.

Every Tuesday your

A&W Restaurant
celebrates Coney Day
by featuring our
star of the menu,
Coney, for an
unbelievable 40¢

Although campus nt'ws will be
emphasized in the fall, Koszc·
zuk said sht' will also strive for a
thorough account of the upcoming elections.
"During the election in the
fall. we will provide the most
complete coverage of local
politics as is possible ... Koszc·
zuk said.
Koszczuk said she wlil trv to
make the paper as accessible as
Staff Photo by M•lanie 8•11
possiblt' to the campus comPRESS STOPPER-Jacqui Koszcuk. DE fllitor for fall semester.
munity.
promises that "When we tell a story, we'U teU aU sid~ .d the
"I'd like to hear ideas from
story."
peoplt' on campus as to what
thev'd like to see done w1th their
campus newspaper." Koszczuk campus issues and activities. during the fall. When she leaves
SIU-C. Koszczuk said she plans
said.
"I'd like to see a more to specialize in court coverage.
Koszczuk said she will also thorough coverage of campus. I
encourage people to use the think the individual colleges
Koszczuk. who also has a
editorial page for responses to and schools should get better minor in French. said she some
coverage:· Koszczuk said.
DE coverage
day hopes to work overseas as a
"I'd like to see people make
She said she would also plan reporter.
more use of the editorial page. for "more personality profiles
Lenore Sobota, a third-year
When people have information of those individuals who are
to add about the type of thing~ \'ital to the University. yet do law student at SIU-C. will be
we run or have opinions and not appear in the news every Koszczuk's associate editor.
Sobota. 25. was editor of the DE
suggestions. I'd encourage day."
them to write a letter to the
Koszczuk, who will complete during sprm~ ~eml'~ter 1976.
editor." Koszczuk said. "We'll
run as manv letters as we can." her dt'gree requirements at the and plans to work m journalism
Koszczuk' said she plans to end of the summer semester. when she corr >letes her law
expand the paper's coverage of plans to take additional classes studies.

A&W
University Mall
Carbondale
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(limit 4 per person)
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Alice Cooper co.rn.~ng to ~i~er Fest
The
Mississippi
River
Festival on the SlU-E campus
has announced a cancellation
and an addition to their 1980
summer concert schedule.
The Rossington Collins Band
concert scheduled for Wednesdav has been cancelled due
to transportation scheduling
problems and will not be
rescheduled. Refunds for
tickets already purchased may
be obtained by returning them
to the MRF box office in Edwardsville.

Alice Cooper, with special
guest Billy Squire. will appear
at the festival at 6:30 p.m. on
Sunday. Aug. 3.
Cooper, whose performanc~
are known to include snakes,
guillotines, electrocutions and
maniacal makeup, is best
known for the hit singles,
"School's Out," "Only Women
:-'teed," "I Never Cry" and
"You And Me."
Born Vincent Damon Fumier.
Cooper transformed from a
"typical" Phoenix teenager into
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Oklahoma matinee
added for Sunday
Summer Playhouse '80 has
announced that by popular
demand. a special rna tinee
performance or "Oklahoma ..
will be shown at 2 p.m. on
Sunday. Aug. 3.
The specially scheduled run
of the familiar Rodgers and
Hammerstein musical will be
held at the University Theater.
in the SIU-C Communications
Building. TTckets are priced at
S4 for students and senior
citizens and S5 for the public
and are available at the Theater
Box Office.
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a violence embodied rock n
roll star who has since been
called the king or theatrical
rock.
Tickets for the Cooper-Squire
concert are $9.50 for reserved
and $7 for lawn seating and are
available
by
Visa
and
Mastercharge at (3141 966-3333.
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.. The Tingler"
Starring VIncent Prlce

Tues. 7 & 9 pm

Adm. 25c
Student Center Auditorium

Special Matinee
Aug. 3
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Growth potential of Southern Illinois
'fantastic,' ecor1omic det"eloper says
By Raady Roguski
Staff Writer

fo'rorn his first e<>onomics
les..<;OOS as a Kentucky teenager
managing a small patch of pole
beans to his current role as
president of Southern Illinois
Incorporated. Joe Bennett has
always been concerned with
breaking new ground.
Leading an organization
dedicated to coordinated
economic development of 26
Southern Illinois counties.
Bennett now tries to break
ground to industrialize a largely
non-industrialized
area.
Although he anticipates .. a
treiJit'Ddous challenge." hf said
the growth potential of Southern
Illinois is "fantastic.··
..Southern Illinois has la6. 1ed
behind in e<>onomic development," Bennett said in an interview at sn headquarters in
Energy. "But this has given us
a freedom from the problems
faced by other areas which have
reached their peak and are now
in decline.
"While thev face manv incumbrances In rebuilding. we
are free to take knowledge from
their experiences and apply it to
our own growth.··
As president of the Cairo
Chamber of Commerce m 1973.
Bennett joined SII with the
realization that "communities
either
grow
together
e<>onomically. or they don't
grow at all." He be<" a me a
board director the next year
and
was
elected
the
organization's president five
years later.

A manager at Illinois Bell
Telephone Co. in Cairo. Bennett
volunteers about 40 hours each
month to the non-profit

J~

Bt>nnt>tt

organizatiOn. "lleel society has
l>t>t.>!"l guod to mt- and deserves
n" ,•ffort in r<'turn ... He said he
tdit>ves. as he did when he
joined the group. that SII can be
the bond between Southern
Illinois communities.
Among the accomplishments
since its incorporation in 194U.
SII has been influential in attracting new manufacturing
industries to the area.
developing Crab Orchard and
Little Grassy lakes. assisting
Rend Lake and Big Muddy
River Basin improvement
projects. and converting StUNormal to SIV-C.
"We have limited resour~es
in one sense." Bennett said.
"On the other hand I am not
sure we realize our potential. Or
real potential is in our ability to
devPiop a consensus from
representatives of business.
labor. education and govern-

ment on the issues affecting our
area and communicate that to
our political leaders ...
Bennett said it is espt'cially
important that government
coordinate "the other three leg!>
of the stool.·· He said business 1s
overburdened by government
regulation. and government
must realize that its role i5> f•)
facilitate economic growth
rather than dominate state and
local economies.
"Business is beginning to be
mummified bv reels of red
tape." he "said
''These
rPgulalions are born to serve a
gnod purpose. but the fact 1s
that we have passed the point :Jf
balance between the advantages of regulation and the
costs of that regulation.
.. We could probably find
purposes for a myriad more of
regulations. but we can't
continue to build and compound
the costs to businessmen. If we
continue to errect more and
more deterents. we must ask
ourselves. ·is this in the best
interests of our economy and
our .:ountry"' ..
According
to
Bennett.
regulatory compliance cost
business more than $100 billion
in 1979. To turn even a portion of
that cost back into capital. he
said. would have "a trem!'!'ldot!S
economic impact."
Individual
businessmen,
Bennett said. must realize that
"we are not an island. What
happens as a whole will affect
Southern Illinois even if we
attempt to be independent."
After all, he noted. even the
first bushel of beans from his
Kentucky garden was shipped
to Chicago.

Readin!! a,ftsociation selects

SIU professor for cornn1ittee
Diane E~ DeFord. assistant
professor in the Department of
Curriculum Instruction and
Media, bas been named to the
Studies and Research Committee of the International
Reading Association.
The association is a nonprofit.
worldwide organization devoted
to the improvement of reading
instruction and development of
lifetime reading habits
The cort1m1ttee to which
DeFord was appointed is
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responsible for renewing
research that 1s subm1tted to
the association for publication
or prest.ntation at its annual
meeting.
DeFord. 31. completed her
Ph.D. at Indiana t;niversity in
1978. She is currently finishing a
studv of initial reading and
writing strategy development.
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Report calls nursing ~O.J:Il~ .in~pf.(.t;t~qP.]lOOr
CHIC AGO ( AP l - The U.S.
Dt•partment of Health and
Human Services has found the
~tate Public Health Department's nursing home inspection
program
inerrective and
mefficient.
A spokeswomman for the
federal agency said :\londay
th.1l it has demanded a new
·action plan'' from the state
within two weeks to upgrade its
mspection program, based on a
report assessing inspectors·
performance from Jan. I to
llec. 10. 1979.
Susan Phillips. a special
assistant in the federal agency.
said the report concluded that

nursing homes in Ilhnois have
almost twice as manv violations
in critical areas as the national
average. despite relatively few
violations recorded by state
tnspectors.
The report concluded that
inspectors are reluctant to
recommend that a home be
decertified even if they find

serious problems. that the
department often waives inspection
without
proper
documentation and doesn't act
quickly on reports whtch point
out serious deficiencies.
Sixtv-tw" violations were
found 'in :3 homes by federal
investigators checking on the
work of state inspectors. who

had cited only four of the homes
with 10 violations, the report
said.
It also said:
-Inspections are scheduled
not on the basis of need but on
ability to complete them:
-The department produces
incomplete reports.

GActivities
Running and deyond Workshop, 8
a.m. Touch of :'ilatw·e.
Basic Rockcrart Workshop. 8 a.m.,
Touch of Nature.
Men's Basketball Camp. 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., Arena.
Photo Exhibit, 10 a.m. to 3 p m.,
Mitchell Gallery.
Photo Exhibit. 4 p.m., Faner North
Gallery.
Clay Vessel Exhibit, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., University Museum.
Metal Landscape Exhibit. 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m .. University Museum.
Metalsmith Exhibit, 10 a.m. to 3
p.m .. Faner North Gallery.
SPC Film, "The Tingler." 7 and 9
p.m .. Student Center Auditorium.
SPC Video. "The Ruttles:· 7 and 9
p m .. \itdeo Lounge
SPC Theater Under the Stars, 8:30
p.m .. Student Ct'nter South Patio.
Draghne Simulator Traimng, 8
a m. to 6 p.m., Ballroom A.
:'oluslims United Meeting. 8:30 to 10
p.m., Mississippi Room.
OSD Orientation. 8 to 11:30 a.m.,
Kaskaskia Room.
SPC Free School Class. 3 to 5 p.m.,
Missouri Room.
SPC Free School Class. 7 to 9 p.m.,
Missouri and Kaskaskia Room.
campus Judicial Board Meeting, 6
to 9 p.m., Mackinaw Room.
Chriattans Unlimited Meeting, 2:30
to 4 p.m., Saline Room.
Mu•llm

Student

Aasoc:iatio1l

Meetins. , _ , ID 2 p.m., Ac.-tivity

Room A.
OSD-Orientatton Meeting. 1 :o B
p.m., ActiVity Room B.
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FALl AND SPRING SEMESTER

EAT!

WE TELl YOU EXACTLY HOW MUCH WE ARE GIVING YOU
FOR EACH TITLE.

every Sunday,
Monday & Tuesday
After 3 p.m.

WE HAVE PROFESSIONALS ON HAND WHO CAN BUY BACK
BOOKS OF VALUE BEING USED ON OTHER CAMPUSES.

ChickenPotato Salad-

rolls
_ADULTS
$3.1.

CHILDREN
(uncler 12)
S1.M

-DINE IN ONLYcorner of

Wall& Main
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-HOURS-

CHECK OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU SELL- WE'RE PAYING THE
HIGHEST PRICES WE POSSIBLY CAN I WE WANT YOU TO GET
THE MOST MONEY YOU CAN FOR YOUR USED BOOKS I
NOMA TTER WHERE YOU PURCHASED YOUR TEXTBOOKS
YOU CAN SEll THEM BACK AT THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE.
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3-tpm. Moft•• Thurs.
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11am.-ltpm. Saturday
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School superintendent readies
for fight on competency tests
SPRINGFIELD. Ill. <APl There could be a humdinger of a
fight brewing in Illinois over
minimal competency testing bureaucratic talk for the tests
des1gned to show whether your
child learned his reading.
'riling and 'rithmetic.
New
Illinois
School
Superintendent Donald Gill
says the battle could involve
politicians. minorities.
bureaucrats. teachers - and
eventually. you and your child.
Gill knows because he's fought
this fight before.
GilJ. who takes over Illinois'
pubLt school system Aug. 1. has
headed a huge S) .>tern in
Florida - a state that was an
earlv. and bitter. minimal
comj)etency test;ng battlefield.
Although the fight has t.->en
raging in American educatit..!l
for five vears. Illinois has vet to
mitiate "its own plan. Gill ~ays
it's time for some type of
"accountabilitv" here.
"Mimmal co'mpetency testmg
is an excellent instrument for
accountabili t\· :· G11l said in a
rt>eent interview "It's the kind
of accountabilitv that the
citizens are asking for ...

There are those who contend
that only such standardized
testing can insure schools are
d.,ing their jobs. Opponents
complain it's not fair to require
students to attend school for 12
years. and then have their
diploma hinge on one all·
important test.
Minorities claim the tests are
culturallv
biased
and
discriminate against them. And
then there are others. like Gill.
who feel diplomas should hinge
on a combination of standardized tests. teachers'
opinions and locally set standards.
Illinois officials have taken a
tentative first step. The state
Board of Education has submitted to the General Assembly
a plan Gill support«. It requires
that the state hPlp each of
Illinois' 1.100 local school
districts establish basic reading
and math standards.
The board proposal does not
order districts to develop
minimum competency tests. It
savs that districts mu..'it assess
students' basic abilities for
reading and math. and suggests
testing might be a method of
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Introduces ...

A HAIRSTYLE FOR
PREWASHED HAIR
FOR ONLY $8.00
l blow dry not included l
54~8222
815'~ S. Dl.
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The SIU Map Library, located on the sixt~ floor of Morris
Library. offers topographic quadrangles,. gasohne-eompany road
maps. city plans, etc., to aid those planrung to travel dunng the
semester break. Students, faculty and other members of the
community who will be returning to campus for the fall semester
may charge these mat£rials out now. They will be due back on
Tuesday, Aug. <- .

Well& Welnut
C.rltcondele

0

public official. according to
some observers. Because of his
position. they say. he may well
receive a stiffer sentence than
he would otherwise.
However. defense attorney
William A. Barnett of Ch1nago
sa1d he thought compar:<>on
with other convicted Illinois
pubt~ officials was unfair.
"You have to take note of the
fact that everv one of those
cases involved briberv or
something to do with puiblic
money." Barnett said. ''You
have nothing like that here in
Scott's case ...

An exhibit of arts and idea.>, "Stopping the World:· by Charll'S
Lynyrd Rogers will continue to be on display Tuesday through
Saturday at the Student Center north entrance.

Mt-5202

check of cases of people sen·
tenced in the :'liorthern District
of Illinois this vear for one count
of filing false tax returns turned
up no one who has received
more than six months imprisonment. although one
person received the maximum
fine of S5.000.
be

The iast free summer motorcycle ridmg course. offered by John
A. Logan in Carterville. begins Aug. 4 and ends Aug. 15. The course
will meet from 5:30 to 9 p.m. on Monday. Wednesday and Fnday
for two weeks. The course is free and motorcycles. helmets and
insur&nce will be provided to participants. For registration and
additional information contact :.49-7335 or 985-3741.

determining whether d1strir!
standards are being met.
But unlike the dozens r.f states
that have begL'" statewide
minimum competency testing
programs, this proposal urges
that diplomas not be denied
Illinois students not meeting the
d1strict standards.
Florida's plan is tougher.
denying diplomas to students
who fail either portion of a twopart test.
The first part of the Florida
test measures basic sitills for
math and reading. Gill said
Students who fail it are required
to take part m a remedial
program.
He said the second v-a•·t.
which measures functional
literacy. is what sparked the
controversv in Florida.
Hispanic" and black . groups
sued. alleging that porllon was
culturallv
b1ased
and
discriminated against them.
Such discrimination com·
plaints have been at the root of
controversies in other s~tes.
The Illinois board gave it as a
major reason for recommending local, rather than
statewide. standards.

Scott to be sentenced
Trlesda)" for tax fraud
CHICAGO IAPI - Attorne.,·
General William J. Scott faces a
possible prison term when he
enters federal court Tuesday to
be sentenced on tax fraud
charges.
Scott. convicted March 19 on
one of five counts of filing a
false federal income tax return.
faces a max1murn sentence of
three years in prison and a
S5.000 fine. He pleaded innocent
to the chargl'S and plans an
appeal
In addition. the state constitution requires that at the
time of sentencmg he step down
as attorney general - a post he
has been elected to four times
and admittedlv loves.
Speculation 'm recent weeks
has revolved around the sentence to be meted out bv L'.S.
District Judge Johr> Powers
Crowley. who orc.-s1ded al the
trial.
A spokesman for the Internal
Revenue Service said that a
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FOREIGN CAR PARTS

Miscellaneous

ThE' Datly Egyptian cannot hE'
·E'SponstbiE' for morE' than ollt' da\''s
mcorrect tnSE'rtion ,\ <h<!rltsers arE'
responstblt> for t'heckanli their
tdverttsement lor errors. J,;rrors not
llt> fault of the adver~ser whtch
the
value
of
the
lt'SSt'n
advertisement 11dll hE' adJUstE'd. If
\'Our ad appears incorrt'(;lly. or tf

529-1644

TYPEWRITERS. SCM ELEC·
TRICS. new and used. Irwin
1)rpe.,;riter Exchange. 1101 North

A.. aloaut _, 41scount car4

~·~~1wis~etf~~;nc~~~g.f a~C:~ll 'f!.

•·aoct>llall()!1 m thE' next day's tssue
Classifird Information Ratrs
mf:::;;tu~ait;lt cents per word
da~o Days-· 9 cents per word. pE'r

For Service:
_ .._.
L..--....;;.;&;.;...,..;.;;._..;;.
5 1 2 _ _ _.,.,,

4 eyhnder
$26.95
IN:IudM plugl poinll. and conclens«.
All other parts e•tro.

cents

per word. per day
·
Twentytr More Da,·s-··5 t"enll; per
worJ. per day
·

~'1011

OYBHAUUD
U.S. TYI'I CAH

IS l\'ord Minimum

m:~~e;~r""~~~~W~h~~ft~e~~r~~~
~:::;~:~na;w~~~~~~or-h~r~u~fr:1:

SJ5

2 barrel carburatori
.c barrell carburatort

SAO

.._.._

~-e-~~=ot~..
au•. .,..._ ..srMll
... ,,...,....... ..\\

Fronr dose brak..

~:~~~i~e:JtderWe~,m~

JoM-3671

HOMEGROWN PEACHES, AP·

!:!g~~'bl!:.ei~~.;~e~~'::!O:~

FOR SALE

0

w:,~ ~a:u~~~~~

Motorcycles

or our market 8 miles south of

1973 HONDA CB 350 • good conditron. worth $500. !De.sotol 6,800

:~~ds. 867-2267

more over new car for thts like new
model ·ESP. loadE'd. 54!HD46 after
6 p.m.
6426AaJ89

e~~f~

::?J:S.He~~ne~Bi:,~Ttio~~~~~~

;;d~~~l~l'k~11~~29. ~6~
1

start. S750. Call John 549-8050.
6509Ac189

549-2220, 549-1308. Askmg S950.
6450Aa188

'T'I Chevy Chewette 4 cyl. 4 sp4.

DON'T PAY RENT!!! You can
buy thts 2 hE'droom mobile home

I

;~~~

rJ: ~~~r.r ren~~r:~

8x35 PATHFINDER GREAT for 1·
5

~~ff~2J ::r r:eils~ oWe~ ~9~5~

1001 E. Malrt
52t-2140

after 7pm.

644i6Aet89

10XSO TRAILER. 2 B.R.,

50th A!liNIVERSARY DOi>GE:
push button transmission: 87.000
mtles: S300. 1964 Pl~'lTlouth Fury.
for parts. negotiable. 549-1765.
6465Aa189

=

'75 PINTO. EXCELLE~T condttion. runs perfect. Beautiful

~~~t~le!~~·~·~~r ~

:t.

8

oi57·727S after 5pm.

9

B6520Aal89

~~ea~~~~~9-1~-m~~i

;~~aftC!;':~!ir2~t!foW!~~~~~

Burson. 1312> 964-1600.

ALL

ELECTRIC

6530Aa169

1971 CHRYSLI!;R NEWPORT.
Greatsbape.$350or best offer. 457·
6528Aa189

1971 TWO BEDROOM, 12x52,
underJ!inned, partly furnished,

8

1

:N:~~~ic. ::r~~~ii!:J: i;g~e

549-0698.

sa.n.

Parts & Services
KARCO
K•n•- Auto •.cycling
Corp.
Guaranteed

Recyclecl Auto Parts
Foreign • Domestic
Fr- Ports Locating • 5 Stotes
N. N .. w Era Rood Corbondo(e

457-0421

457-6319

WE HAVt MOVED
Visit our Expanded
Showroom
COMPUTERS BY:
•Apple
•Texas Instruments
•Atari

SALE
Computer Books
&Programs
Values to $20.00
Now$1.00

7 56

~:w~~~:~~~t, ~1~:~CARBONDAl,E. 1973 12J:6% 2
BEDRM, anc;Jlored, underpinned,

::~~~·partially f:r~~c;.
10X50 TWO BEDROOM, !Jeautiful

~~e~'i!!tWe::~:u,

Dfl

wooded park one mile south

~:StA:ft~':b~~:l:t:

Lan~! Park or
evemnp.

Paille 12. Daily Egyptian, July 29. 1980

call

lun,t one peor cvstomet

IUJNOIS COMPUmtMMr
Rt. I, Sw-ts Corner Plozo
J

m'

lo~r

ot Moll ne"' to tke Bu•c"- 1

4S7·7148
6518Ae189

STERE
REPAIR

Au41o Hospital 549-14t5
( ocron from ftte tr('lin station)

arown a. Columlto

Special of the w..k
KX 1060
CosseHe Deck
:J.HeodMerol Oe<k
Double- Dolt>, Syt '•"'

Reg. $460.00 Sole S378.00

211 N. 14th. tt.n-1"
M2-31M

SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM
apartment for rent. Available
~~15. Must becle~:~a!i,~

,_..._..............

5 BEDROOM. 1176 E. WaiFJut. 2

Cameras

people need 3 more. Available
IDlmediately. sus mont~-=:

"NEW VUE" 4x5 CAMERA with
61.2" Wollensak 3.5 lens and
carrying case. $195 or best offer.
$49-2281.
6534Ajl89

Sporting Goods

5 BEDROOM, 1182 E. Walnut. One
person needs 4 more. Available
IDlmediately. SllSeach. 457-4334.
B6253Bb04C
LARGE. FIVE BEDROO~ house.
5 miles south of Carbondale. lease

~~~~:,":e~ :::r4~¥~~6~. ~~!

S149.

B6190Bb11111C

2 BEDROOM. 2 bath. near cam·

Musical

~=·tral air. nice ar~o r~

~~~u:P~.fk!~g~e~~\,:;~:
:1.~~65~ stereo sub-~~~fs9

LARGE. NICE TWO bedroom
cDuplex! and ont' bedroom house.
Air. carpet. water. No Pets. 457·
6956. -157·5643.
6316Bb02

ATTENTION MUSICIANS:

CARBONDALE HOUSING, TWO
bedroom furnished bo•JsE' with
carport. 3 bedroom furnished
house with carport. air, absolutely

0

like

g!!::ier.Alft~ =-r~oL~

after 4pm.

6497An189

1

~~~:~:. '6ld R~~r~~~

call 684-41-15.

TWO EXTRA LONG·~
frames. box spr:ngs, mattresses=
good ~ondition. extra clean, S5S
each: both SUJO. 549-4:124. 6531Af189

Electronics

B6454Ba189

needing repair .
AutllloHeepl.. l Mt-Mtl

~~~~Que!~~~1::9. ~-1~Ato11·

6493Ael89

10x50 SKYLINE. RECENTLY
remodeled, underpinned, semifurrushed, all appliances including
air-eooditioning, carpeted, storage
~covered patio, Shaded lot and
t; ~ ft.t. Price negotia~A~f~

PLYMOUTH DliSTER. 1974. Low

~~e~~~~~~~l:.'·~Pidi!f::'.!;

FALL. CWSE TO campus. One

~=~·~!~~~~:~r,~;_~ed

Good condition or

~~Tex=JaC::'~':r~

up to 25 miles 987-2491 or Car-

OLDER TWO BEDROOM apartment, 400 S. Graham, water fur·
nishE'd. Pay by semester. So Pets.
437-7263.
B6438Bat89

:t:~ret~54~- Mus~o~~

desks, wardrobes, sofas, anii

~t&::tfn«!:lu~!~er!!:e!. ~~~~ti~~3

~~j~alp~iJk.an2ch:~ ~0~~~
89 campus.
S5900. 457·5590 or Ruth

6510Aal89

S"-1501

=

leveling. Call549-5550or529-1604.
6490Ael89
1976 12x6(1

$350&so~.tir&

~:18 ut~!~fid. by brg ~~a~~

TWO LARGE 2 BEDROOM
apartments available for im·

MISS KITTY'S USED furniture·

Cast

FOR SALE: HARVARD Classics
50 volumes. 1910 edition. Phone:'
5-19-7220aft..•r5:00pm.
6506Af188

12x60 1973 FAIRMONT. 2 BR
appliances partially furnished,

70 FORD · LOW MILEAGE, good
~~~·- ~- srde trashed~t~fl

529-2448.

=··~s-~e.

~;;vder~~~~:~~~at~~· s~';r.ek~~
10X50 TWO BEDROOM. Air. stove.
refrrgerator. dresser, c•uta ins
underpinnmg, storms, steps, shed

TRit:MPH DAYTONA 500 Classic-

on the lslond

~~~- ~~~5 ::>~rr;rre·
call Paula at-153-2581 or 529-3824. '

WINDSOR 10X50 with 4x8 tip-out

1970 RE~AULT. 40 MPG: !969
Dodge halfton: make offers: 5-193865. 53&3885 ext. 44.-15. 6495Aal89

~1~~~E~~9~J~~s~r {;i;i~~~ln~ ~;

=rrr~~:::Uu:'tgo!' CbeaJ_J;A~

nE'w l S3000 includes move block
and levelmg. Call 5-19-5550 or 5291604.
6489Ae189

6467Aal89

1978 FORD VAN ECONOLINE 150
windowvan .. sunroof, 351 engine:
811'. automatic. $4400. 549-5635.
6500Aal89

MOVING SALE. CLOTHES
furniture, C.B., odds and ends'

~·~~:8:~t J>o~'Ji~~y (is:~:~hlike

ceUent condition. CallS-1!>-3218.
6491Ae021

p.m., 549-$!84

Carbondale on Old US 51. 457·5187.
B6298Afl89

::::t::? cfr:!::~ssa'i:d~cfr~::,::

Mobile Homes

L--

715 S. University

NEW CAMPBELL QlJEEN size

FOR SALE By owner. Charming 2
bE'droom. recently remodeled.
hE'autiful Kitchen cabinets, quiet
NW neighborhood. $29.000. 549-4450.
6515Ad189

'71 O.tsuft Pldo-up 4 cyl. S sp4.

:>liCE NEW ROOM apartment.

6482Afl89

Real Estate

'79 HofMht Clwlc aut. w/alt
·n Oln Cutl- Sal- PS N aut.
w/alt •..t Whoteloucket _ ..
'7' fotd - k k 4 .tr. aut. w/alt

Also
Stanton Permostat
1 Time Static Eliminator
& Record Preserver
list$19.95
Now$13.95

We t:Juo, used stereo equ;prnent

BUY AND SELL used furniture

•t.Sl~rCreell

79 GRAN PRIX • SAVE $3000 or

EFFICIENCIES
AND
ONE
bedroom a~rtments. All utilities
~uded. losE' to ca~~s:t;g

~

Retail Auction
New & Used Merchcaldise
Friday 7:00p.m.
Sundays 2:00p.m.
Consignments Welcome

S39 95

DA VII AUTO CINTI.

~

advE'rtismg must
paid tn advance except for those
llccounts wtth establishE'd crE'dtt

Automotive•

457-4422

Flool and choke pull oHs extra.

~v:~ ~~tt::O~~I ~~a[~ o:~!s':'a:~

pa{?j~~~~

m ...

\1-8

For Fall Cancellalians
Apts. & Mobile Homes

AT11 EZ
list$60.00
Now$24.88

t9a~~ea~q~~~~~ee.HF~:~

formation: Discount Waterbeds,
Inc., P.O. Box 743, Lake Forest,
illinois 60045.
6147Afl89

CALL
ROYAL. RENTALS

Cartridge Special
oftheWeelc

WATERBEDS,
WATERBEDS:
Wavecrest Waterbeds. King &
Queen size, S39.95, 8 vear

o..r~~urt; 0 ,

thret> or Four Days--8 ct'nts per
word. per dav
t'tve thru ~mE' Da\·s-7 cents per

"''.]!'~ ~~d~nE'teen. Davs-f

~~:.t.~~-P~S::,~gf.tt.

GLOBAL AUTO
North on Hwy. 51
Carbondale

HALDER STEREO

FOR RENT

B6322Bbl89

4 BEDROOM FURNISHED house,
carpet, 2 bedroom furnished house

~bs!.e~E'~~~~;, l>~~i ~:nr~n:fr·
B6331Bbl89

Apartments
Now Renting
Fall & Spring Term
Glenn Williams Remals
ot57-7941
REALLY NICE TWO or one

~~0 ~~~~~~-s:.~:
63!5Bao&

437.QIS&.

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED
Apartment. 2 bedroom furnished
apar_:ment.. top Carbondale

~t>':s~C:~~~·~J:!t~

CARBONDALE HOUSING. ONE
bedroom furnished apartment. 2
bedroom fumistoed a~ment. air

~~~:.eJ~1':tf:~·a~~~~~ ':';;6~
Route 13 West. Call684-41ol5.
B6323Ba189

STUDENT
RENTALS
omes Close to Compu
large & small
Also 1 & 2 Wrm apts
for Summer or Fall.
Call anytime or
preferably between
4:00 and 5:00pm.

529·1012 or 549-6110
CARTERvn.LE
EFFICIENCY
furnisbed,
utilities pa1d, Immediate oc·
cupeney. c-da Rt. 13. 5490559.
6502Ba189
Af~~TMENTS,

CARBONDALE.

TWO

B~~:e~M. :~'.~0~i'"tJeFo:e~:;
Purnrshed~o Pets. SJfiO month.

457-4661

6417Bbl89

TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED. 2
mrles east. $230-month. Two
~~~ only!: Pay by~~:~:if9
CARBONDALE
THREE
BEDROOMS, furnished, fenced tn
yard. S300 month plus utilities. 54971-15.
B6525Bbl89
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. 415 S
Washington, green house in rear.
Available August 1st. Sublease till
6533Bbl89
May 31st. 549-7183.

Mobile Homes
SINGLES AVAILABLE NOW. $135
per month. 12x50. Furnished and
arr<onditloned. Country hving 2
miles past Crab Orchard Spillway.
No Pefs. 549-6612 or 549-3002.

B6522Bcl8C

MALIBU VILLAGE
Is now toktng fall
tonlrocts.

1000 E. Park & So. 51
9 month & I year lease
•Near campus

•A,c
•Maintenance service any
hour
•Trash. sewer
-<:lose to food & lour-<lrOMOf
•Natural gos (So.only)
I Oth month rent
free with a l year lease
(So. only)
Sorry no pets

For Further info call:
457-1313

ONE MONTH

FREE RENT
W/1 yr. lease
Rt. 51 North

(it~~~~t.;~~EJ::r ~r~~

duplex. furmshed and atrcondttJoned. also i~ludes water,
trash and maintenance. Very
clean, 3 miles east ou New 13. :>lo
pets. 54!Hi612 or 54~3002.
B6208ikOIC

RENT WAR
If money means
anything to you
8ft wide
$70
lOft wide

$80

12ft wide
$125
Have deppsits ready

CHUCKS RENTALS
549-3374

~~J.~.!:. w::.~r~J!;d~FJ~~

~~~~. carpet. AC. N~~B~
ENJ•W THE SUN in clean,

modern 2 or 3 bedroom mobale
ttomes. biily a 10 minute walk to
Crab Orchard Lake; 10 mtnute

12x60 TWO OR Three bedroom.
Furnished, or unfurnished, airconditioned, underpinned, an-

~~dre~~~~[J:

Summer ancl Fall

(nine

w:o.::::.bi:1

tr11Cfl

•1980 1-2 Bedroom Anchored
•Furnished. Carpeted. &
Underpinned
•Energy saving (no C.I.P.S.]
•Loudromot Facilities
•Noce Quiet & Clean Selling
•Neor Campus
For more informolton or oppoontment to see

..

Ph-: 4J7-52M

Unl-rslty Hel.hts
Moltlte H - Est.

,_,

*

....

(Just off 1. Peril St.)
Aho .-e-ntry._

Rooms

in Apartments for Students
You hove a Private Room and
key~. use kitchen locilitoes etc.
wtth others in Apartment. Util·
ities included. Very near campu:
very competitive. available now
&June 1.

PART TIME FE:\IALE attendant
to handic~~ed woman. Start
August 1st.
l549-4320'h~s

Roommates

COORDINATOR FOR YOUTH

FEMALE
GRADUATE
STUDENT! non-smoker, own
~~..ho;:t ~:i!J!:l~45~~- 1140
6484Bel89

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED.
male or female. Trailer with air
and washer-dryer. 457·5861.
6S29Be189
ROOMMATES NEEDED TO
share pleasant home in DeSoto,

19

LOST

lri~fc~~e~v~~~-ofP~~:a~~a~!~
~~er~~~~~:~~f!i~~~~~~~t
and teachers. Masters degree in
human service field, expenence in
supervJston and direct service

Wanted to Rent

~~ptf~.Y~;t-~_5pm,

WAITERS
FOR
SPECIAL
catering pro~t. :\lust be available
over break. Call867-9363 for inB6480C189
terview.
VISITOR'S ASSf. PROFESSOR.
Qualifications: Earned doctorate

~~~i~~~~

re:::!t.

e=u:ofaa_

UGHT HOUSE CLEANING. Near

:~~ie~J :ch!:y:!~~:ti
6487C189

529-23-13 after &.

549-3000

va~~t~~e~:r-!!1~

tl:J~:. J':l:t ~~esJ:'a~

3351, 206 W.

College.

B6370E011C

ABORTION-FINEST MEDICAL
care. Immediate appomtments.

~~f~· 8a6':'4~~

THESIS. DISSERTATIONS.
RESUMES. Call the Problem

~f:, ~~'?' PrintinJi~Jc

TYPING
SERVICEMURPHYSBORO. Fast, reliable,
efficient. Ten years experience
typing
dissertations.
IBM
Correcting Selectric. 687 -~-lE

012

TYPING • TERM PAPERS,
Theses, Dissertations, Resumes.
Guaranteed no errors. Automated

r.:s~r::;. 't.~,::e::.~::rd=

~t~..;~· 1D-3. Free p = 11:

PERSONNEL.

manent full-l'fme and part-lime

apparel and seeks alterations

1
r:;::!
ex~ea~~~~
benefits ud compensati011 ac-

f:itiator witb counse,ang skills.
Call 997-9418 or send resume to

~r::k. ~~:~::~:~ort'¥,~~~;:

:.~:.~g~r;iew.!:ln::n~~enp:r~

ALTERATIONS

CHILD CARE WORKER. Marion
Group Home.
Work wath
adole5ceDt fem•l.es. Shift scbedul•
4 days oiH days off. May tak~ up to
& hours college credtL Fifteen

TYPING: Dissertations. Theses 1:
Resumes. Automated equipment

BOB'S V. W. BUG Service. 20 years
ex~rience. will do minor repatrs
on all others, foretgn and domestic
cars. For appointments call 9854027.
&IS6E189

Rt. 51 North

HELP WANTED

~=~es~~~~~re. t~1 ~~~c
"
B6251E04C

WHY PAY EXTRA SS~ Complete
brake job and tune up. Imports and
~:ncan cars. Very ch~~:S

FREE
MOVE TO
WIL_DWOOD
MOBILE Home r&rk._Ntce clean
pu-t, shade trees, pat10, la1111dry,
NoD<JIS. 457-2874 or 4S7~BLle

COVER'S
UPHOLSTERY
FURNITURE u~holstery and

Dru~=~c:O

sr:::tnt ~==~~i~l: 15Jer~~~:t
research. 10 percent servtce.
Appointment date: Aug. 16, 1980;

:!~~;i::iaJ:;_n.

CARBONDALE~

FREE KITTENS. 3 orange and
white males. 3 months old.
6-183!\; 189
adorable, cal1549-j)424

=~~~::~~:~=
Ran .. based on academic work

~:f~~~ s~~~J~ucn~

Mobile HOine l.of5

NEED A PAPER Typed? IB:\1
Selectric. fast 1: accurate.
reasonable rates. 549-2258
6460E014C

iD rehabilitation adm.uu.tntioq,
servicell, or clcaely related field

found. Send letter and vita to
Richard J. Baker. Ed.D .• Coordinator, Rehabilitatim and Services, Rehabalitalion Institute,
Southern Illinois University at

FREE RENT FIRST montb,
Raccoon Valled, smiles south,
frJ;·o~~~~- Jots. $43-~:S~

GERMAS SHEPHARD-LAB
~pptes Seven weeks old. Free!!
So ~I~ home. beautJful ~~N~

Equal Opportunaty ~mployer.
Resume accepted until ~tember
12. 1980. Send resume to, Executive
g!'i&::at;cMHc. 604 Es~,ig

~~li:'::if':n1.!t~~~~~~i~~t3fs

!ollie traffic. Anchored. underskorted. insulated. Furnished. city
locililies,
competiiNe. Available now & June I. Coll457-7352
or549-7ro9

FREEBIES

Sf~~x!1l:07 f'J::grt!~~

B6479Ct89

CAMBRIA, DUPLEX.2 ~
available now, 1165 ~ mmth. ~
r~~lk for KathysJi::;:E

J

.-

programming coordination of a
comprehensive youth serving

FEMALE TO SHARE nice five
bedroom house, close to campus.
cau 54~7047 after4:30 p.~e

Duplexes

B6S19CI

SERVICES
OFFERED

~e:s~~::icreogrf~r:' a;i~~fM~~d

PART-TIME BARTENDERS and
bus boys. Must be available over

189

~;~~~~I~~~~~~i-nA&~:l

Q, 220 S. IlltnoiS.

89

f~eJ:~ts.~1i~?~~~ ~~~~J:

2 bdrm$, sou"-t residential.
2 miles to campus on city streets.

~9-3000

•

•57

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS

CABLE TV. ALL Utilities paid,
matd service. $55.65 per week.
Kmg's Inn Motel. 549-4013.
86274BdOSC

MURDALE SINGLE &
FAM!LY HOMES

~~~ Rt. 51 North

N N•w Era Rd. Carbondale

•57· •21

ATTESDASTS TO
ASSIST
disabled students this Fall. Contact Sam at Woody Hall B-150. 4535738.
P6S3SC189

Coii4J7-7l52 or 54t-70lt

Vtllage-East College St. Range 590$260 per montb. Phone now.
~oodrUff Services, 549-~Bc~

7RUNSDAILY

A:od,aton.

KAHTINAUTO
iriCYCLING COtll'

BASS PLAYER WANTED for
local rock band. must be
responsible and have own
equtpment. Into Petty. Police.
Cfa_pton. and fun. No l>egtnners.
Senous calls only' 684-2808. ask for
Bill.
6SI4C189

PRIVAfl ROOMS

[~~t!~=i~r!t. 3J:~~:!

FREE BUS

Batte'••'~

Any -netol will re(ycle

BARTENDERS. EXPERIENCED
ONL VI' Apply after llpm at The
Great Escape. 611 S. Illinois.
86SJ3CI89

..

~~i\eTW~~orn:~

v_.,

$10 500 depending on expenence.
JCCMHC,~,. 604 E. College1 Carbondale. t\esumes accepl_eo until
July 28. Equal Opporturuty Employer.
86366C188

EXCELLENT SINGLE ROOM
Grad student freferrd. 502 W.
~~~ti~~~sll:. per ;sdr~

tion . . . . . . _ ...........

Sorry No Pets Au.ptetl.

~~:~er~:!d f:?a~~~.i!g~c=

SEW 12X60 TWO bedroom, furrushed. atr~nditioned. Close to
campus. $170 month. 451i::sc
189

MATURE. CLEAN. STUDIOUS
~ra~l,~l{jn~r~i:~!i~~ ' woman
to share 3 bedroom house.
Fali-Spriq rentills avaalable. 529SII0-125. Caryn 549·0627. Laurie
!910
B6Z73Bc05C
457·71137.
6S07Be189

RENTAL
NOW AVAILABLE

BOOKEEPER-PA YROLL
<;LERK. must have experience in
pay,.all,, tax treports,. Accrual
method of bookkeeping. accounts

cording to ex~ienf:e. ~PPUJr
Mr. DayeatMe11. Uruversaty · .
1

~J:"~~~~~!~gsff~~~~~:

GUARANTEED AUTO REPAIRS.
Yourpartsor mine, SS.OOhr.labOI".
Phone~ 1472. TravelalitUe Save

a lot!!

6476E06

~~~Equal~~

HOUSEPARENTS: MATURE
COUPLES and singles to ~- u
liv•in bouse parents provtdnag
superv!sioo, IU_ldanc:e., aild care al
a bey's academy an Cbic•!l
suburlio;o Salary. room. and ·~:a

!"x~~e:Cfr~::e
~~f:r.~~d
resume or call T. Sulltvan,
1

can bet your Mother
on that Robin!

The classifieds serve the
public like we do.

Glenwood School for Boys,
Glenwood. IL 60425. 312-754-0175.
Equal OpportUDity Emplm"cict.S9
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Fanilly saysAg~pf.Q~~~g~ 4l'. .~---~s~n;~;;-c~~p~-~---1
I
tl~llt SHAPING ' ' . . ·I
I
W/BLOW STYLE $10.00
I
responsible in veteran's death
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BALTIMORE <AP> - When
his family found him. James
Cook was sitting in the
bathroom. a history book still
open on his lap. The blood
drying on his pale. drawn face
;~;:ee t~~{ :Af~o~/!e violent
At age 30. after a decade of
excruciating pain and dependency on drugs prescribed by
the Veterans Administration.
James Cook - decorated
veteran of the Vietnam War had finally died.
But his familv savs he died
the day he left" Vietnam. And
they believe two things killed
him: the defoliant Agent
Orange and the VA.
They are resentful about his
VA treatment. bitter about his
prescribed medication dose.
The medical examiner determined the fatal seizure was
brought on by insufficient
medication.
The VA would not talk about
specific aspects of Cook's
March 13 death, noting the
family plans to sue. One VA
spokesman said. "This is a
t~rrible and tragic case history.
Rut it's obvious that we were
trying. that we wanted to help
him."
Cook lived >Aith his sister and
brother-in-law. Marie and
Harold McEirov. in their Glen
Burnie. Md .. home. He had a
basement apartment but shared
in family meals and activities.
Cook loved history and read
when he could. During his last
years he built tiny. intricate
models - models of war. of
soldiers and tanks.
By then it was all he could do.

Cook's medical problems

~!e"n~ i!'e~rgi;h~~~eta~~thac~
serious back injury
A
corrective spinal fusion was
performed at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center.
Two years later. the fusion
had cracked. A medical record
refers to a "problem with the
<first l operation." Surgeons
operated again.
During those two pain-filled
years. Cook grew more
dependent on the painkillers the
VA dispensed and began to
worry about the dependence.
His drug problem was curbed;
the pain was with him until his
death.
In 1973 he had his first
st>izure. Others soon followed.
H1s family says they shattered
him.
physically
and
psychologically.
A year later he told his sister
he thought they camP from
Agent Orange. That was long
before the vast publicity about
com{>laints veterans now
ascr1be to the diox1n-based
herbicide.
Cook had symptoms many
now link to dioxin, although no
connection has been proven:He
had skin rashes: he lost hearing
in one ear; he had periods of
severe anxiety and occasional
outbursts of anger. And he had
the seizures.
Medical records show VA
doctors spent two years contradicting one another. some
referring to "seizures" in
quotation
marks,
othe:·s
prescribing
medicine
specifically designed for control
of seizures - phenobarbital.

primidone P.nd Dilantin.
Since <.:·"....,k saw so many
doctors o"er so many years. the
VA finds it difficult to comment
on his case.
Frank Tajalle, a regional
benefits officer in Baltimore.
knew Cook. He saic! his death
came as a shock.
Tajalle said Cook was often
angry and impatient. "It
seemed like Jim was easily
turned ort by a lot of people in
here." he said. "I never
determined whether it was his
condition or his medication that
made him like that."
Robert Putnam. spokesman
for the VA medicine and
surgery
departmer.t
in
Washington. said Cook's is a
"tragic, terrible" story.
"But it is apparent from his
records that the VA tried
everything it could to alleviate
his pain." Putnam said.
But it is the contact with the
VA after Cook's death that has
especially incensed the family.
On the day he died, a VA
doctor called to say Cook's new
glasses had arrived. Cook's
niece. Patricia McEirov. answered the phone: "You;re six
hours and 20 minutes too late.
He died this morning."
The next week. the VA called
again. A doctor asked the

~an'::i:he~;!~ti~~e:t~~~

had used to control back pain.
"Can you imagine that?"
McElroy said. ··can you
imagir.~ anyone being that
heartless?''

!
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Rec Center tou,el rental fee up
Rv Sharon Rosenblum
siudt>nl Wrl~r

a locker room staff to issue

Recreation Center is
going back to renting towels on
a semes•er -long basis, phasmg
out an experimental summer
policy of renting towels on a
daily bais at 10 cents a day.
For fall semester. towels can
still be rented daily but the
price jumps to 25 cents. The
pnce for semester-long towel
service moves from the $7
charged last spring to $8.
The experimental policy was
tried for six weeks in an effort to
reduce costs. Michael Dunn.
Recreation Center coordinator.
said. Expenses included paying
The

towels. During the summer.
towels were issued bv the
equipment desk staff. •
Patrons. however. apparently
favor the old system. Most of
the respondants to an informal
survey. cond•Jcted recently at
the Recreation Center, indi.:ated they wo•.l!d rather pay
another
dollar
for
the
semester -long service than
have only daily rentals.
Also, Dunn said the staff has
been concerned about locker
room security since no attendants worked in the men's
and women's locker rooms
during the summer trial period.

''Need a Doctor?''
(Chiropractic)
CHIROPRACTIC
INFORMATION
BUREAU
•Information
•Referrals
•Emergenctes
Personal Consultotoon
AT NO OBLIGATION
Avotloble
9om-5pm Mon-Frt 9om· 12pm Sot

•

CALL 549·6313
~

f-o, Recorded Ch.roprochc Message-

~~~

D i a !L:~:!!
\
y

Gl
G2
, GJ
G4

''-._ l-</
·""~

BACK PAIN
WHIPLASH
ARTHRITIS
HEADACHES

f E ! NUMBfR

G5 WH1 CHIROPRACTIC'
Ci6 NECK SHOUlDER ARM PAIN
G7 LOW BACK & TENSION
G8 NERVOUSNESS & TENSION

PRIVATE & GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE PAYS
FOR CHIROPRACTIC CARE.
., .. ,..NHII,. ·'r .~.. ,_,--/ ........ ProfHs•Onol Ch.rcpTO<ft< Soc:rety of Arner•ca
V.ArN7 .. t"ff0 JNCAoiUI0..04U CHttr()f'lrA~ .11 (l"~l("
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Public TV seeks funds for Vietnam series
BOSTON CAP> -

A 13-part

history of the Vietnam war, one
of the most ambitious projects
ever undertaken by public
television, may have to be
shortened because neither
business nor government wants
to bankroll the project.
However, the Boston public
TV station that is producing the
$3.8 million history vows to dip
into its own cash or even
sponsor a public fund-raising
drive to finish it.
The big oil companies and
other corporations that are the
major sponsors of public
television have refused to
contribute anything to the
program.
"I think Vietnam sends
shudders through the frame of
corporate America," said Peter
McGhee, program manager for
news and public affairs at
WGBH-TV. "I guess companies
are afraid it may open wound-

s."

The biggest blow to the series million.
came last week when the
ABC-TV has agreed to tum
Corporation
for
Public over its Vietnam news film for
Broadcasting, the official the project, which will trace the
funding agency for public TV, war from the communist
turned down WGBH's request uprisings of 1945 through the
for $1 million. Lewis Freedman, American evacuation in 1975.
the corporation's program
The station already has indirector, said the agency wants terviewed fonner Ambassadors
to spend its money on current Henry Cabot Lodge and W.
events issues.
Averell Harriman as weD as
"Of course we're disap- Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor and
pointed and even appalled by Gen. Edward Landsdale.
the CPB decision, but we'll go Production will start in Sepahead anyway," McGhee said. tember. The series should be
"If we have to, we may cut it ready for broadcast in 1982.
down to nine or 10 from the 13
McGhee says even though
episodes we planned, but I still corporations are afraid to recall
hope we'D be able to raise the Vietnam, the public seems
funding for the fuU amount."
ready to think about what
So far, WGBH has received happened. The success of the
$1.2 million from the National movies "Coming Home" and
Endowment for the Humanities. "The Deer Hunter" and the
Associated Television of Great books "Dispatches" and
Britain and Antenne Duex "Rumor of War" are proof of
Television of France have this.
•
agreed to produce six of the
"There are lots of books and
episodes at a cost of about $1.3 r:tovies
about
Vietnam,

sewerlines and then stands
around for 20 or 30 years for
someone to put something up.
"Before we move. the private
sector is going to have to walk in
here and pile its money up on
the table. We are willing to de
everything we can to help them,
but you've got to have a tight
commitment," Monty said.
While the city has applied for
federal money to clear the site
for the hotel. It intends to leave
the actual development to individuals.
The issues of parking, litter
and the bars on south Ulinois
Avenue, ones which have upset
local merchants for some time,
are also being dealt with, Monty
said.
A new parking garage, wtth a
capacity of 375 cars, and 60
spaces near the new railroad
station should help to alleviate
the parking problem in the city,
according to Monty.
The litter, Monty said, is
probably the most difficult
situation to deal with.
"As long as people are going
to throw trash dowD we're going
to have to pick it up. It's a
matter of educatioo," he said.
Monty said that in the past

K l - -. .rten Program

t.ld. . ~IIC*tlon.

.. -

suggesting that we're not alone
in thinking that there is some
urgency about beginning the
business of digesting that experience and some appetite on
the part of the public to see how
it plays out," McGhee said.

,_ P•ll s . - t e r
heH-4ey or full-4ey
4-Sy-rohls

C.II4S7-476S
or drop in
Located on Pleasant Hill Rd.

Heqlth News

Is Your Child Playing
With Spinal Damage?
BY DR. ROY S. WHITE
Doctor of Chiropractic
In o single day, on active
child endures an amount of
stress that would put most

City renewal projects taking shape
Bv Bill Grubb
siudent Writer
In 1975. ideas and plans were
being drafted for downtown
Carbondale's renewal, but few
major projects were actually
underway. Now. however.
according to one city official.
things are takmg shape.
Don Monty, assistant city
manager
for community
development, cited the construction of the new Federal
Building, consideration of plans
for a new convention center and
~he upcoming new train station
as important steps forward for
downto\\'11 Carbondale.
Monty hopes that more people
wtll be drawn downtown by the
hotel. Federal Building and
other improvements, along with
the resulting creation of
specialty shops in the area
which would balance the effect
of the malls.
The object of the work. Monty
said. is to create an atmosphere
which will draw in specialty
shops, restaurants and offic~.
"This is not going to be like
urban· renewal where the
government goes in ... clears a
lot of ground and puts in a bunch
of pretty streets, waterlines and

C.rltonllctle New School

:~~;:~~s~ts ~r're':t ~e.:~
"looked very nice." but the
barrels were soon tipped over
and broken. The city now intends to replace the barrels and
bolt them down.
The entire area of the "strip"
is being studied and boundaries
are being established in
preparation for it being opened
to development. Sidewalks and
trees are being planned for the
"strip" too. but as yet, no longrange plans exist.
"Were trying to lay the
groundwork right now," said
Monty.
Monty said that there has
actually been a lot accomplished in the past five
years in the way ot planning and
negotiation and cited the
Federal Building as an example
of the direction in which the
area is headed.

~~·fj

jaded lo many
foils and occi· ·
. .
dents. These ·
\f~
mishaps con
be silent fOt"eDr. White
runners of future serious
structural spinal disorders.
The spine is o beautifully
engineered structure cor·
rying messages from the
brain to the whole body
through its nerve trunks.
Damage to the spine is
often ignOt"ed. If fractured
the spine can reoc:t with
partial or complete paraly·
sis--or even death.
If the sgine is diseasedwhich usually follows on injury that even the injured
may not be aware of-it
con de'-riorate and lose its
flexibility and cause major

problems with the central
..,ervous system. Warning
signs usually show themselves as muscle tightness.
soreness. headaches, or
bock pain.
The mo1or cause of structural disorders is ploon
negligence of strains and
sprains. You should always
consider proper diet. exercise. good posture. and
getting enough sleep. But o
spinal check fOt" children
will safeguard their health
now and ovoid future
disability.
As a twig is bent. >0 grows
the child.
Early rorTection of to childhood inrury con hove a
far-reaching effect on your
child's health. even into
adulthood.
Do you have • question?

Wrltecwcall•••

Or. Roy S_ White
618-.&578177

c.,occ~Mroprocttc

Clinic

103 S. Wcnhongton

Corbondale.lll•-•62901
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fodolski quits
New England
football team
By Bill Turley
Staff Writer
Stan Podolski, the former
Saluki shot putter who was
asked by the New England
Patriots to try out for their
team, has quit football.
Podolski, who never played
college football, said a lack of
knowledge of football fundamentals and the time he
spent away from the game led
to his decision to quit.
"I was in better shape than
most of the people there,"
Podolski said. "They tested
everybody there for strength
and I was the second strongest.
"They wanted me to stay on
and learn," Podolski said, but
added he thought that would be
too difficult to do. He said he
wished he had played in college
so that he could have performed
better.
A spokesman for the Patriots
said, "Stan physically had all
the tools, but he wasn't really
into it." The spokesman said
Podolski had asked for a release
from his contract.
Lew Hartzog. Podolski's
track coach at SIC wasn't
surprised when told his former
weightman had quit football.
"I thought he wouldn't make
it. "Hartzog said. "He had a
good job waiting for him in St.
Louis."
Podolski said he was going to
work in public accounting in St.
Louis but he had no regrets
about trying to play pro football.
··u was all right." he said.
But one thing he learned was
"that it's a business. not a
game. They tell you that the
first day."

Rec Center pets

tu·o nerc sailboats

for Campus Lake
By Bill Turley
SUff Writer

The Recreation Center bas
received possession of two 12foot Sunfish sailboats for the use
of SIU students faculty, alumni,
staff and their guests, Betsy
Hill. coordinator of recreational
sports. announced.
Hill said the boats will be
available Saturday at the
Campus Vtke boat docks.
The boats wiiJ be rented only
to those who have passed some
sort of sailing proficiency test,
possessing either the YMCA or
Red Cross Basic Sailing Certificate or have passed the Free
School or SIU sailing classes.
HiiJ said a written basic test can
be administered by boat dock
personnel. also.
"But if they can sail the boat
out of that little cove, they can
handle it," she said.
Other rules prospective
sailors must follow are no
swimming or fishing off of the
craft, and all participants must
wear life jackets while using the
boats. Two adults and one child
are allowed on the boat at one
time. Hill said. Also, all
ci'Jidren must be able to swim.
There will be a two-hour
maximum on the amount of
t1me a boat may be checked out,
Hill said. and there is also a fee
rf 50 cents an hour for the craft.
Hill said a free sailing class
will be offered in the fall. She
said to call Recreational sports
at 536-5531 for more information.

William Crabbe catches a quick snooze as be awaits efforts to dry
the DuQuioo State Fairground Racetrack to be completed. Tbe

motorcycle race was later cancelled because of the wet track. It
was rescheduled for Aug. 10.

Jloscow reportedly pickin{l up tab

Losers filling out Olympics
MOSCOW <AP>-A Nepalese
light welterweight answering
the first-round buzzer at the
Olympic boxing tournament tiptoed out of his corner with
gloves raised and knees
quaking.
The 139-pounder never landed
a punch in his first and only
Olympic bout. He was so intimidated by a glowering North
Korean opponent that he hid his
face behind his gloves. bent into
a crouch and docilely waited to
be massacred.
The referee stopped the bout
at the two-minute mark. permitting the Nepalese to escape
the ring with nothing damaged
but his pride.
He was a prime example of
less·than-Oiympian entrants at
the Moscow Summer Games
filling out starting lists depleted
by the 36-nation boycott to
protest Soviet military actions
in Afghanistan.
About balf the nearly 6,000
athletes from 81 nations at the
Moscow Games represent Third
World countries, the biggest
ever contingent at an Olympics,
according to the Soviet
organizers.
There are stragglers in every
OlympiC!'. However, this time,
many of the runners, boxers,
swimmers and cyclists from
poorer countries in Africa, Asia
and Latin America report.~y
were suited up and flown to
Moscow at Soviet expense to
replace world-class stars from
the United States. West Germany, Japan and elsewhere
·who boycotted the Summer
Games.
The substitutes may shine at
the village championships back
home. but they rarely do well in
world competitions. Many·
readily admit that they came to
gain experience and for the
honor of representing their
countries - if only to lose in the
first heat.
Cuba, with two golds, two
silvers and a bronze medal
paced the Third World in the
first week of competition at
Moscow. Ethiopia ·s wiry
distance runner Miruts Yifter
won a gold in the 10,000 meters,
and North Korea, Brazil,
Mexico. J.,maica and Lebanon
won seven silvers and bronze
among them.
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In most Olympic events.
nations can enter up to three
competitors. providing they
meet Olympic standards set by
the various international sports
federations.
Countries whose athletes
cannot meet the standards may
still enter one competitor per
event, and it's obvious in
Moscow that many entrants got
in via this door.
Most of them - like the
Nepalese boxer - fall by the
wayside in the early rounds or
heats. The winnowing process
produces a good deal of
comedy, often of the slap-stick
variety.
Take the happy-go-lucky
Laotian named Thipsamay
Chanthaphone. who competed
in the ~kilometer walk last
Thursday on his 19th birthday.
He reached the stadium nearly
one hour behind the pack. but
stopped 80 meters short of the
finish line believing he was
already in.
When spectators began
shouting at him to keep going,
Chathaphone thought they were
cheering him, and he waved
happily to the crowd.
Officials finally convinced
him to continue down the
homestretch. But he didn't stop
at the finish. When last seen he
was heel-and-toeing toward the
stadium tunnel for another
round on the course outside.
Among the contenders for
medals in the Moscow Olympics Italy's Pietn Mennea

edged Allan Wells of Britain in
the Olympic 200-meter dash
Monday, and an East German
posted the second-best long
JUDIP in history but said he
never hopes to beat the record
of American Bob Beamon.
Lutz Dombrowski became
only the second jumper ever to
clear 28 feet. His leap measured
8.54 meters <28 feet ~4 inchl to
easily give him the gold medal
by more than a foot over his
teammate, Frank Pascbelt.
But they said at the Mexico
City Olympics in 1968 when
Beamon jumped 3.90 meters <29
feet 2•2 l that he "leaped into the
21st Cenl1J!Y." If that's true,
Dombrowski made it only to
1999.

"No, I don't think Beamon's
record is eternal," Dombrowski
said. "No records are eternal.
But I have never thought of
breaking it. and I don't think I
will ever break it because I
have simply not jumped at that
level" Beamon has been in pro
football, public relations and
coaching since his Olympic
triumph in 1968.
Dombrowski didn't know until
three weeks ago that he would
be able to participate in the
Oly_mpics. He had suffered a
pulled muscle. and the East
German Athletic Federation
arranged a special meet July 5
:::S~i't:ess~ a chance to prove
He responded with a jump of
8.45 meters 127-83.4), third best
in historv and Mondav he

-·

passed the 8.52 meters l2i-9 1 ,
of American Larry Myricks and
became history's second best
.Myricks· best so far this year 1s
2i~.

Mennea was one of the
athletes who came reluctantly
to these Olympics boycotted by
36 nations to protest Soviet
military
intervention
in
Afghanistan. He thought his
Italian team should J'oin the
protest, but since it di not. he
tagged along. Yet he said he has
been haunted for weeks by the
boycott.
Monday he zipped past Wells.
the Olympic 100-meter gold
medalist, in 20.19 with a strong
late kick that closed a gap of
three yards. Wells, who was
trying to become the eighth
sprinter in the history of the
Games to win both the 100 and
200, was timed in 20.21
Jamaica's Don Quarrie was
third in 20.29.
The best American time so
far this year is 20.26 by Jamt>s
Sanford.
In an interview after the race.
Mennea articulated his feelings
on the boycott his nation didn"t
honor and the diminished
competition because of the
absence of so many world class
athletes.
"The responsibility of being
the heavy favorite after the
American boycott, and the
bitterness for having to com·
pete in a crippled event have
just cracked my nerves:·
Mennea said

Major League Standings
NATIONAL LEAGUE
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Pittsb~
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Philadelphia
50 45
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New York
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